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EXECUTIVE StaMAkY

.s,
.

s

The elementary, intermediate, and secondary schools of America use an

estimated 11% of all-of the space heating and cooling energy consumed in the,
United States. Over 50% of these schools nuw in use were built during the post
World War II "baby boom" period. Typically these schools are heated.and ven-
tilated only and are for the most part over heatpd and over ventilated. They

contain large window areas and are poorly insulated. These schools frequently
employ hot water heating systems which are into ectly designed and improperly
balanced; have oversized boilers for an cnergy ff, ient heating and ventila-
tion system and are operated in an inefficient od . They employ control sys-
tems designed to operate the heating and ventilating sirsterllifor, tht comfort of
occupants rather than for efficient energy consumption. It should be noted

that comfort and efficiency are not mutually, exclusive.` The American Associa-
tion of School Administrators (AASA) estimates that 50% of the energy used by
schools is wasted.

Schoo l buildings are apt to be poorly maintained, especiall y with regard
to ;heir mechanical systems. Many school districts d6--.not have effective
preventive maintenance ppgrams. Concern ,is usually directed at keeping
buildings warm. When spaces become too warm the occupants can, and do, open
the windows to restore comfort.

The "Saving Schoolhouse Energy" prograp was proposed by AASA early in 1 976

to prov!de guidelines for/identifying and analyzing energy conserving oppor-
tunities (ECO's) in existing school buildings and to demoQstrate the desira-
bility of retrofitting these buildings. The program emphasized modifications
to operational practice and, cost effectiveness of Iapital Modifications util-
izing "off the shelf" hardware. The five phases of this program included:

. .

1

1) site selection and identification of cost effective ECO's

2} perform the A/E design to-accoplish the retirits

3) implementation of the retrofits

.10 results monitoring

5) dissemination df the findings.

The major portion of die funding for phase 1 was provided by the Federal.

Energy Adminstration (FEA). Phases 2 through 5 were funded by the United
States Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) and its' -s.4;cces-

sor, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). A non-government portion, amounting
to approximately 25% of the total retrofiu cost, was provided by the school

1. Public Schools Energy Conservation Measures Reports prepared for the
Federal Energy Administration by the American Association of School Ad-

__piinistrators, Public, Schools Energy Measures, Management Summaries (Ap-
pendix 1) ..

-2-
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systems involved and by private sector donations of materkls and services.

Upon campletIon of phase 1 by AASA, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (UM was
selected by CRDA to conduct the reMaining pltises of the progfam. LBi. subcon
tracted phases,2 and 3 to AASA. Phases 2 and 3 were expected to Nive been
completed before thp 1977-78 school year in order to provide two heating sea-
sons during which the space heating and electricity savings were to be moni-
tored. The necessary retrofits were not installed during the 1977--Yr season,due to funding, procurement, contracting, and coordination difficuulties.
Ther,e/fore, significant data werenot gathered until the 78-79 heating season.

When the preliminary 78.L79 data were analyzed and.it became evider\t that
the anticipated savinp-from the implemented retrof its (about 60". of predicted
heating fuel savings and 15% of predicted electrilal savings), were not be,ing-achieved, a plan for investigation 'was formulated and inplemea4ed. This
investigation included a closer scrut.ny of the phase 1 and phase 2 work, and
an on site verification of .retrofit and monitoring system operation. The fol-
lowing were observed: .

1. Some of the phase 1 reports predicted-substantial savings which could
no-t be produced by the retrofits as envisioned', or predicted savings
greater than would normally be considered reasonable.

2. ECO's (Energy
,

Conservation portunities) that by themselves could
not qualify as cost effective had been combined with other ECID's
which were predicted to be highly cost effective and justified on a
combined basis. In several instances the specifications generated to

/ accomplish the cost effective retrofits did not accomplish the intentof the phase 1 recommendation.
...

4. Many retrofits were ivat completely implemented to either thehe specif I.-
cations or the phase 1 recommendation.

,
%

5. Some "energy conserving" devices not recommended by phase 1 were'
employed and,. as installed and adjusted, increased energy consump-
tion.

.

.
I6. Some participants insisted on keeping their systems operating on a

high energy consuming cycle for the comfort of a few "after hours"
personnel.

......) 1.

7. The room temperatutes in some schools are-being maintained substan-
tially higher than those used in \pred4ting the phase 1 savings

.8. Unsimulated circumstances such as 'stolen air compressors, school
fires, .long periods without power due to storms, problems with oii

.. tanks and oil suction lines, and equipment malfunction and failure,-
contribute to making actual res(11 ts differ substantially from
predicted results. i

W6

9. Some savings predicted by phase I were to/havelKen based on retro-Cie's implemented by written or verbal "instructions to the operators"
which were never given, with a resultant inability to achieve
predicted savings.

1

gie
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10. Maintenanc,e in some of the sOloo'is has been poor, resulting in bdth
direct and indirect 'energy waste. M 1,40-

.

It became clear that the data gathered could not be used to accurately,
verify the predicted savings attributable to the retrofits, since .many retro-
fits were either not installed acc-rriing to recommendations or were obviated
by bad design, improper maintenance, poor calibration or other problems. By
the ime these difficulties we're sorted out and resolved, a substantial por-
ri of the 78-79 season- had elapsed. Thus, the amount of good data acquired

1 during the 78-79 heating season was not statistically sufficient to validate
the anticipated savings . The savings shown in the, report were, in -fact
achieved;hovexer, the final savings Are _difficult t9 attribute totally to the
goals set by the Program. The'savings attributed, to the implementeeretrofits
are 'not necessarily indicative of the maximum savings possible, dsince the
retrofits had not been properly in place during the full heating season.

lquch can be learned from this experience. Very few school systems can
afford the costs involved in identifying "cost effective Energy Conservation
Opportunities" in the c4nner used by this program. Better results than those
achieved by this program are needed. ,,MOst of the retrofits employed in this
program, and some that were not recommeAed by this study, can , be very. cost
effective if properly implPrnonted, It is possible to implement minimum capi-
ta improvement or even no-cost operational chrges, which may result in sub-
sta t energy and commensurate cost savings.

It is clew- that the savings that can be achieved by many school districts
from conservation retrofits will not be achie've4 until the school administra-
tion takes the necessOry steps to educate existing personnel, or to employ.
competent professional maintenance and lesign personnel. The higher salaries
demanded by a professional staff can be considered a good investment since the
effects of their work will be repaid many times over if their recommendations
are competent and. the work is done in a professional wAy.

If. energy conservation' of a magnitude approaching the potential is to be
accomplished by the schdoXs .of America, a simple ECO identification and imple-
mentation method must be found. It is to this end that the authors hope 'the
information contained in the balance of this report will be useful to school
administnat s, plant engineers, consultant design engineers and government

\....._
policy makers.

Portions of this report are somewhat techdical in nature and may,, at first
reading, be diffic.ult to Understand. To those readers with non-technical
backgrounds, we recOmmend consultation with .persons within their organizations
who are familir with mechanical systems in buildings. For example, a school

*Contingent fee contracts based upon energy savings, which are frequent-
"' ly entered into by firmS and indivlduals active in the conservation

area, often result in an excessive fee to the person or firm recommend-
ing the relatively low-cost operational or maintenance changes that
result in substantial energy savings. ft is dbnsidered better for a
school district br building otner to take these substantial savings and
reinvest them in more capital intensive, longer term payback energy re-
trofits.

1
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administrator may benefit fromthe counsel obtained from the Super.intendeLof
Buildings and Grounds.for the school system. The conservation measures dia..
verified represent standard engineering pra.:tites; however, it ift important that
the .operation, Nsign and systems of the individual school be taken, into
Account.

Finally, it should be noted thitt, for the most part, the personnel in, the
participating schools gave full cooperation to thi-T program and were dedicated
to the common gnia..
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deit Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The objective of the "Saving Schoolhouse Energy" Program.was to generate
infOrmation that school administrators and federal energy/education decision
makers could use to identify ways of implementing specific, economical

remedies to reduce energy waste in schools. This program was designed to have

five phases:

1) Conduct an'energy audit of ten "typical" elementary school:s in vari-
Os locations to identify energy conservation opportunities with an
attilactrve payback period.

6 0

-

2) Design the.selected retrofit modifications for these schools.

3), Initall the retrofit modifications and verify their installation.

4) Monitor the energyus'i*of the buildings. after retrofit and compare

with the energy use prior/to modification.

5) Develop a plan to disseminate the information to school districts and

others interested in energy conservation.

The American Association of School AdminisuatOrs (AASA) wich funding from
the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) Afttiated the "Sav1nSchoolhouse

I* Energy" Project in early 1976. AASA completed the phase 1 avdit in May 1977. ,

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) was then selected by the Energy Research
and Development Administration (ERDA) to conduct the remaining phases of the

program. ,LBL contracted with AASA to accomplish phases 2 and 3. LBL was the

prime contractor and had responsibility to develop the,phase 4 monitoring sys-
tem, and to.anelyze the effectiveness of the installed retrofits,.

AASA used the following criteria for selecting schools for thevikgram;

1) Type of structure

$

/2) Predictable consistent usage patterns after modification

3) Building life-expcctancy'

4) Building size 4.

'5) Student enrollment

6) Available energy consamption.data

-6 -
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, ,....- 7) Expected energy savings as predicted through the use of the lic.. , Schools Energy eora,ser'y ation, Services (PSECS) compaCer .program I.
7 .

- 8) Typfckl schools, not "bad examp les." ...
. .' .". .. .'.- The schbols selected Range in size froq `2.7,6i0 square- feet to 49,314, 1'..", sqirarle -feet.; skx of the schools have original structures that were built from

1949 to 1954; the.,oehersiwere originally built in 195, 1965, jnd 1973'. The:'
mrlber of sttideral,s range4. from 300 to 559: The Malls of the schools ringe from

'

8 5% to 50%-glasl 'The heat loss coefficients (U) of the schools' walls range
from' .-08 Btu",/h.r/fE2/°,,F to .40 8to/h.r/fC2/°. F; t,iteU value -of ale roofs ranges

a from .10- Btu/hr/,ft?° ,F to .34 Btu/hr/ft2/° the schobls use unit
Ventilators; two use central afi handters; 'One, heated with radiators blone,

"g utside air by ,infilttation 9nly. -One school," is centrally- air fond/-
81 . e All nine schools are heated by, bailers; some of the schools also use ,

.* radiators,. abinef. heate"rs convectors, or hot water converters. .Orie of the
, schools` hat a roof top hr.' fond kioning unit for a new addition off ice area, a-i

well as two window air conditioners; ancrtller. school has .nine wind6w air condi-
'tioners. (For. a detailed description of the schools' physical plants and
their HVAC,systet;s see appendix 1.

.
The re ttofits re'cOmmeaded most ofter l in phase 1 were

1I) reducing outsid e' air

increasing.boiler efficie ncy

0)0 installing. terleraeure setback systelas, for lowering temperature
during unoccupied periods'. .. . ., ,

(, 1rMost of theyetroftt costs were federally funded; however, school 'dis-, trict's did pay from 10%-151 of 1,11e cost of retrofit installation plus the cast
of design fees, where required.w'Also, .AA,§.A solicited material and/or Labor
donations ker school dis'tricts, e.g., energy efficiekit fluorescent llghts and
insulation ; The mbined non-government tontribut.ions were equivalent to

,approximately 25Z ca the total retrofit costs.
c.

.

To measure the resul ac4ieved by the retrofits, all schools moni-
tored manually and, in addition, a computer based data acquisition system was
installed at the three schools. In .all cases, utility records were used

, ..
. .

...
t

f.

*Tbea"Energ5, ,aonseryation Opportunities" identified by the .PSECS program
'differed substantially from those found to be "cost e4fe'f tive" .by the
comigercial computer-Trograms used by the consultants who .conducted the

. hale 1 energy audits of the .schools- .

o

is
.

.
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Chapter, 2

'SELEPTION OF ENERGY CONSERVATION RETROFITS

Owe 4, each school was given a thorough and coo ehensive 4
engineering analysis by a reputable todsufting,engineering firm d order to
identify cost effective. Energy Conserving OppOrtunities (ecO's) ast energy
consumption; the physical characteristics of the building,, th= condition of
the huiadirig and mechanical system, and use patterns of the building and
mechanical eysteca 'taere--itndividually determined jy site inspect ons, interviews
with owners and operatorq, and by a plan and specification rev ew.

1

Next,, each school's o perating charadteristics wete sim ated on a computer
epploying. either of two commercially available proprieta comiuter programs:
The computer simulation was" then analyzed to identify EC e*

After identifying the ECO's, a cost analysis was eerformed to determine
the cost effectiveness of each. An ECO was cionsid ed,c8st effective if the
cost of investment coulMe recovered by energy sav gs within twelve years,
ass'uming lap k b costs escalate 1Q X per year, wit interest rate adjustments.
Table 1 ligrb recommen'ded' cost effective ECO's.

ECO's identified as cost. effective were. im emented in various ways. In
some instances, architecture /engineering ( /E) firm was .4otployed to prepare.
bidding documents for all or part of the r trofits. other cases, the

and bidding phases were handled in ormally; the school administrators
or their staff personnel dealt directly wi the contractors. In all cases,
the design and phydlcal installation of etrof its were inspected and approved
by at leatt.one engineer.

w

,

*At a later date, the new DOE1 computer program was tested against the
results obtained tom the proprietary computer programs. The T'esults are
presented in LBLA)ublication #8449 entitled, "DOE1 Simulations ofl Ten
Eledentary Schools: Base Case Reports.".

//
.

'
I .

1
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Chapter, 3

MONITORING OF ENERGY USE

a

. . .

The objective
4

pf. monitoring energy use was to determine actual energy sav-
ings resulting from the ritrofits. Savings at each school were calculated by

'comparing monthly electricity and heating fuel use before and after the retro
fits 'Were installed. This procedure was called "manual. monitoring," and w s
used at,ail nine schools. .

Detailed monitoring systems were also installed at three of the schools.
MictoProcessorbased systens sampled instantaneous values and calculated
hourly average values for heating fuel and electricity use, ;temperatures,
heating medium flow rates, and heat transmission throughout the building. The
detailed monitoring was intended to help define the actual savings due to
individual retrofits, to`beteer understand the patterns of energyuse at the
three schools, and to evaluate the effects of experimental changes in school
plant operation.

---ra

Manual Monitoring
I

Using the manual monitoring data, monthly electricity and heating fuel use
were compared for periods before and after the retrofits were installed. This
comparison indicated the corabined benefit of the retrofits to each school.

414' 0 1 The procedute worked quite smoothly,
pkoweveiseveral problems occurred.

ek

11 Irregular meter reap!
'Year-to-year differ
to-mohth compaxiso

2) Failures of fue

installed, at
heating. El

"Stick" fu 1
meter rea

, 3) Lack of
. oil del

These problems d
manual mbnitoringre

V
The manual monit

1) Past en
records

8s

d inaccurate readings were rare.
at included:

i,: dates by the utilities in past, years.
nces' in meter reading periods made month-
of savings difficult in some cases.

oil flow ceters. Heating oil lithe meters were
tke four schools using fuel oil for full back-up
meter failures occurred at two of thesb schools.
tank readings were used to--SUFFTeaent the oil flow.

1

precisidlin deEermining base year oil consumption from

ivevrecords at twa of the schools.

id not significantly affect the overall accuracy of the
sults.

oring procedure involied three basic Steps:

ergy use data were collected,, based In monthly 'utility

,

16
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2) Utility meter readings were taken manually every two weeks during
the 1978-79 school year. The readings were made by school dis-
trict personnel and sent to Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. LBL.-
cross checked th'rese manyal readings with the'utility bills for
the same time period.

3) At Lt31., monthly electricity andicazting fuel use after retrofit
. Installation were compared with energy consumption for the

corresponding month in the base_year (the year used in phase I

predictions) and ip the year prior to installation: The heating
fuel use compar,4ons included degree day corrections for year- .

to-year temperature dlfferences.

Detailed Monitoring ,.

. ,

Thirty to forty points wer e montored at each of two schools. Over 90
. 'data points were monitored at the Wird School.

The baste,objectives of the detailed monitoring were to

4 \
1) Help to check for correct retrofit operation.

gas

2) Help to define twe benefit of each individual retrofit.

3) More fully under.tand thg actual school' operation.

41,
4) Define building energy use patterns..4 . . 4

The three schools were chosen beca4se together they included examples of
the major r trofit 'types used in this program. A summary of the build ihg
characterise cs and the. installed retrofits at each of these schools is
presented 7010.

-

Patameters Monitored ' a ir

At' the two schools-with fewer sensors, the monitored values included. teat
input and temperatures in two classroots, heating fuel and electricity use by
the entire building, heat output4from the. boiler, and pump and ventilatio fan `..

41:1+ on/off status. Outside air temperature, wind speed, and wind direction ere to

also monitored,at both scho s. In addition, the surface temperature diff t-
irance through the roof and eat flows through insulated and uninsulated window
panels were monitored at ope of the schools which had been retrofitted with
insulation on the roof and on 30Z of the existing glass area.

At the third schoor, additional sensors were added to more completely,
define temperatures throughout the school, to monitor door and window opening,
and to measure meteorological and .solar parameters in more detail. -his
school, comprised of 'two bulldings,wwas chosen for more comprehensive monitor-
ing because the nature of its construction provided a potential for comparing
two different structures'. Its original building is a two story masonry. build-
Inge built in 1949,.. with 22% glass area; an 4ddition, built in 1955, is of N

A
steel frame construction with a 582 glass afea.

A

-10-
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Size

TABLE 2 INSTRUMENTED SCHOOL DESCRIPTipti

4,6
1.)

r
-

SCHOOL p4 'SCHOOL 06

f 7A2,765 ft
2.

32,079 ft2

Yker

Built ' 1949.19554Addltion

.umber of
Students 475 (K-6)Students

Staff Staff 30

School 8 451m - 3 15 pm
Hourt

Con&tructron

.SCHOOL 19

' 40,124 ft
2

1954, 1955 Addi.tion,

'Students 300 (k1.-6)

Staff. 25

1957

1

8:40 am - 2:40 pm

Students: 503

Staff. ,35

9:00 am - 3:15 pm

.1.

Original Structure (190).
23,500 ft2, 3 stories; Walls:
Face brickon concrete block.
"oof. guilt-up, insulatio
board on steel deck.

:Addition, (1955)

19,200 ft2, 1 story walls,
Faceebrick on concrete block

,Roof: Built-up on Tectum panels

Original Structure and
addition. Single story.
Walls: Face brick, file,
and concrete block, 3Z4
.glass. Roof: Built-up on
cedar wood deck, part of
roof with added insulating

1

board.

ri

.

Lighting. . !Fluorescent

t-

Heating and. lUnit ventilators Steam -in
\qentilation ioriginal building, water in

.l addition. 2 Os-fiied.

Typical annual
Degreedays

Typital heating-'j
' Fuel use (Ue-

fore retrofit)

Btu/hr/Ft2
Degree-day

18.

Fluorescent

Hot water baseboard heating,
4 central air handling units
for heaVng and ventilating
two gasfeil hot water boilers

Sangle Storyi
Walls: Face brick and con-
crete block. 50% glass.
Roof: Steel deck, rigid
insulation, built-up roofing. .

incandescent (before retrofit)

Fluorescent and H. R. Sodium
(after retrofit)

Hot water unit ventilators.
One gas-fired hot water
boiler.

5700

28

6100 BV0
4
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11.

Sensor s

1

Ia

Thermilinear probes were useckfor sensing !eater and air temperatures in
the school. Classroom temperatures were monitored by fo r temperature sensors
arranged between the floor and the ceiling. Normally, e average of the four
sensors was used; room temperature stratification'of ess than 3°F.was typi-
cal.

Outside air temperature, wind speed, and wind directJon were measured with
a commercially available weather station installed on the' roofs of the
schools. In the more complex system, the weather station also me ured the
dew point temperature and precipitation. Insolation (amount ofsunl ht) at
this site was measured by a precision solar pyranometer.

Water flows were measured by positive displacement flowmeters ranging from
578 inch to 6 inch pipe size,. Cas and electricity was monitored through
pulsers installed on the utility meterst At'one schodt, heating oil use wag
monitored by positive displacement flow miters in the oil supply and return
lines leading to and from the oil tank.

Data Collection System

The data collection hardwari at each school was controlled by a micropro-
cessor. The microprocessor "read" the value of each of the sensors once every
5 seconds, and the cumulitive suns of these values during an hour were stored
in the microprocessor. At the end oLeach hour, the hourly aarage of each
sensor value was calculated, as well as a measure of the sensor's deviation -----
from the averageiduring each hour.

hese'hourly averages and values were stored in the memory of the
microprocessor at the schools. Periiodlcally, the data were transferred by

/ phone line from the microprocessor at edch or the three schools to LBL. These
/ data were transferred to off line storage accessible by the main computer sys-

tem at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and were available for more detailed
analysis. .f

'Information Gained from Detailed Monitorin2Land Experimental.;hanges.

The detailed monito in produced tpformati on helpful to understanding the
differ&Ices between the actual energy savings and the predicted energy savings
(a topic which will be. explored in"depth in Chapter 5) and permitted some
indication of the energy saving consributiomof several individual retrofits
installed at each of these schools. The usefulness of the accumulated data
was compromised by problems which included: .

1
1. Operational variances withift the 5ppces of a given school. Thus, the

temperatures, flows and system operation observed in the monitored
spaces were not necessarily representative of the entire system in
that school.

4
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Failure of data acquisition hardware. Failure of flow meters Aand
temperature sensors and, in one case, frequent total Detailed .iionh
toring System (DMS) shutdown interrupted the flow of usable data.

3 Time and distance. Delayed completioo of the retrofits liaqted the ,

tine during whi mean/nit data could be gatheld. Delays were'
also realized in etting the DMS's reliably operational. Then delays
in receiving and analyzing data coupled with, the distance between LB1. 4

and the monitored site made discovery, verification and correction of
pr6bles. d if f icul t.

6

The above problems, weather variationS and the fact that this monitoring
was conducted remotely for occupied buildings made it extremely difficult to
conduct a precise, controlled analysis of the benefits derived from individual
retrofits and operational changes. However, by analyzing and cpmparing data
from relatively lopg time periods, consistent trends were olperved and
defined. While the information gathered is not precise, it nonetheless gives
a general indication of the energy savings produced by some individual retro-
fits and operational changes at the three schools.

.

Before the retrofits were installed, the average daily energy use Alip the
three schools ovet the 273 days between Septemb9r 1 and June 1,eanged from 93
to 300 therms of heating fuel, and from 490 to 990 kilowatt hours of electri4

("""\--7 city per 'day. At a heating fuel cost of 30C/therm and an electrical energy
cost of 4c/k1.11), the average daily energy costs would have ranged from $48'.00
to $204.00.

Informtion obtained from the detailea monitoring at the three schools
indicates that

1

1. The "night setback" retrofit- (inUolving operating with lower thermostat
'settings and without ventilation during nowsschool hours) was not well
implemented at two of the three schools, thus the resulting energy savings
attributable to this retrofit were less than anticipated. For example, on,
weekends and holidays theSe two schools used more than 90% of the fuel
used on schooldays/. At the third school, where "night setback" was to
60°.F and was properly implemented, the weekend and holiday. fuel 5.0e was
reduced to 70-80% of sckloolday use.

2. Shutdown of the boiler and hot water heating circulating pumps during
periods of moderate weather (typicilly less _than 25 degree days) 3ras
accomplished at two schools. This shutdown operation was partic'ularly
effective at..1 the school where the "night setback" retrofit was not well
implemented. At this school the heating fuel savings due to boiler (and
pump) shutdown were approximately twice those real ized at the other school
with properly implementqd night setback.

Obsecved energy savings produced by this retrofit ranged from 50 to 100
therms per day of heating fuel and 100 KWH of electricity. lissing the
energy costs previously stated, the daily 'dollar savings ranged from
$1'8.00 to $33.00

lb
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3. At school #9, the addition of 2" of roof insulation reaucing the roof "U" .value 'frog 0.12 . to 0.08) resulted in an observe /use savings ofapproxlmirly. 10%. ,.

4 At school 09, 2540 ft.2of window gl
I
a
'ss (about 30% of the total glassarea) was covered. with insulating panels. ( "U" of 0.18). The observed fuel,savgs produced by this retrofit was 'approximately 7%.

5, Outside air temperature (degree days) was ithe overriding weather influence
On heating fuel use at the schools. I Electricity use ;las not clearlydependent on degree days, except where boiler and- pump shutdown occurredddriy, warmer weather .

k

.6. Wind speed was demonstrated to have a signifikant. impact upon heatiztg fueluse on school days, but not on non-schooldays. Based on results from twoof the schools, a wind speed increase of 10 miles/hour caused .3,, 25%increase in heating fuel consumption during a schoolday. This increased4chool day fuel usage is related to door (and possibly Qindow) openingsthat occur when .the school is in operation.
,!

7. Outside door use was monitored at schools 04 and 6. Typical "open" timefor main outside doors was from 1/2 to 1 hour per schoolday. Average useof all outside doors ranged from 1/10 to 1/4 hour' daily per door.
8 At school04, the heating fuel use on cloudy ,da3-s was typically 10-15%greater thati on sunny da .

......

9. At school 06, adding tur ulators to a single,well maintained boiler pro-duced an observed 2-3% bo ler efficiency increase.
.

f 10. Also at school 06, heat input to the two monitored gassAoms was reducedat least15% by ti-;e addition of an inside plastic cohering to the windows1.3 the classrooms.
..

11. Lighting accounted for half to three quarters of the elecricity use at the
, three schools. . , /

12. At school 09, the oreplacement of the existing incandescent lamps withhigh-efficiency A uorescent and' high pressure sodium lamps resulted inoverall electricity savings of 31%; The savings in electricity for light-ing in individual classrooms was approximately 40%. Increased lightinglevels were repotted in this school after the newlamps were installed.
./

N.

9

4

Y .
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RESULYt;

Ptter the 1971 oil crisis, many school systems initiated their own conser-
vation plans, with varying degrees of success. Historical energy use at the
schools observed was evaluated in light of existing conservatidn programs
(many of which were diminishing at the time this program was undertaken). In
this evaluation, energy use since the time of the oil embargo, and energy use
before and after the retrofits were installed, were compared for all of, the
schools together and for each school individually.

Year-to-year totals of Factual heating fuel use are presented in Figure Lk.
Corrections were Made for yearly differences in heating degree days. This
comparison shows a 15% reduction in heating fuel use between the 1074-75
school year and the 1976-77 school year. This decrease was due to energy con-
serving actions taken by'the school districts prior to the installation of any
of the retrofits of this program.

Between the 1976-771school year and the 1978-79 school year, an,additional
1,7%, decrease in school heating fuel consumption occurred. This decrease was
due to the retrofits as installed: At three of the schools, retrofit instal-
lation was substantially completed during the 1977-78 school year. At the
remaining six schools, the retrofit installations were substantially completed
during the summer and fall of the 1978-79 school ,year.

Year-to-year totals of electricity use are presented in Figure 1B.
Between the 1974-75 and.the 1976-77 school years, before the retrofits were
installed, energy conservation actions achieved.a 15% savings in electricity.
Between the 1976-77 and the 1978-79 school year electricity, consumption was
reduced by an additional rt.

A school-by-school review of historical energy use is shown in Figure 2.
Beating fuel use is shown in Figure 2A for each of the schools (in Btu per

, degree day per square foot, Btu/DD/ftr.2). At the four schools with the
highest annual heating fuel consumption (20 Btu/DD/ft.2 or greater) reductions
in fuel use were made by the school district personnel before the retrofits of
this program were installed. At two of the remaining five schools, heating
fuel increases occurred. .Heating fuel savings occurred at six of the nine
schools after the retrofits were installed.

Electricity use is shown in Figuye 2B on a kilowatt-hour per square foot
axis. Before the retrofits were installed, significant electricity savings

had already been accomplished at four of the nine schools. The two schools
wi, annual electricity use above 5 kWh/ft.2 showed electricity reductions
daring this period.

'After the retrofits were installed electrical energy consumption waS
further reduced at two of the four schools having significant pre-retrofit

1C--.)
savings. One school which had been increasing electrical energy use before
retrofits, reversed thik trend after retrofits were installed. The other six
schools had no post retrofit savings or had increased electr4a1 energy bse

25
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Actual vs. Projected Savings

The total savings at all of the schools were compared to predicted sav-,r
iogs. 'ibis comparison, shown in Table 4, is based on accruing at,.zr
the dates the retrofits were reported to be complete.

Table 4A showsixh"at if the Predicted savings at all the seilitols had,'
beeri realized,, the overall heating fuel/-savings woul ave been 37% and the
overall electricity savings would have been 18%.

If the actual savings are based on the "baseline year" used in the livorigl-
" al savings predictions (the 1973-74, 74-75 or 75-76 school year, depending onthe school) the actual-savings were Nip for heating fuel and 4% for 'electri-
city. Note that these "actual savings" values include the combined', benefits
of the "Saving Schoolhouse Energy" retrofits and independent changes made by
the school district personnel on thei own, after the "baseline year." In some
cases the .retrofits automated the manual energy conserving procedures already
instituted by the schools.

To more closely approximate the direct benefits of the "Saving Schoolhouse
Energy" retrofits alone, these "total savings" values were re-computed based
on the year before the retrofits were installed. This way, the benefits of
chef changes made by the distric.t personnel between the "baseline year" and the
"year before retrofit" are at least partially removed from the total savings
values. Based "year before retrofit," a 15% savings in heating fuel
was achieved,, a electricity showed no change..

A schooi-by-school breakdown of actual vs. predicted savings is sncrwn in iTable 4B. The reasons for the diffe'rences between the actual and predicted
savings are discussed in Section 5.

4 ,
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TABLE 4. PREDICTED vs. ACTUAL SAVINGS'
(THAuGH THE 1'08-79 SCHOOL YEAR)

/

e

i A. TOTAL SAVI GS DUE TO RETROFITS
*

,..

Basis of
Savings

- 9 SCHOOLS

Heating Fuel
Savings. %

Electricity
Savings, %

A.

.

.

C.

Originally

Actual

baseline
energy

Actual
year

predicted savings
energy audit

savings - based on
year of original .

audit predictions

savings - based on
before retrofit

_ 37%

28%

15%

*

181'
.

4%

*D.4%

I
B. SAVINGS DUE TO RETROFITS - INDIVIDNO SCHOOLS l.

#

School
Number

1

. 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Heating Fuel Savings+ .4._.) Electricity Savin
original-TT
redicted

49%

41%

28%

57%

18% -N

29%

33%

50%

54%

r

.

Actual Actual
Basis "8" Basis "C"

4

31% 35%

36%
.

20%

19% . 11%

44% 20% -\

18% 3%

10% '-2%

29%
,

33%

32% ll%

21% 14%

Originally Actual Actual
Predicted Basis "B" Basis "C"

4
14% -* *

N.C:. . * *
r

'N.C: ., * *

3011
N.

8% .

*

*

35% / 2% 6%
4

15% 6%

18% 15%

43% 38% 29%__-4
+ Corrected foryearto -yeardegree day differences

* Electricity use increase

N.C. - No Change.

II .....

1
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Chapter 5

tt

WHY ACTUAORESULTS-DIFFER FROM PREDICTED RESULTS

, --- It was envisioned, that the energy conserving retrofits would have been
installed before the 77-78 heating season. This was not the case. As shown in
Table 1, only one school reported its phase k retrofits completed for a major
part of the 77-78 heating season. Two other schools had the,ir retrofits sub-
stantially completed before the end of the 77-78 season., Most schools did not
report their retrofits, complete until the summer of '78; some were as late as-
mid- November '78. This e completion of the retrofits precluded the (Ala
collection necessary analy $ of .retrofit results for essentially all of
the 77-78 heating season and,for lgksubstantial portiondpf the 78-79 heating
season.

'There is a time lag inherent in data monitoring. For sites monitore4
manually, there was a delay ,fin. receiving utility bills and meter readings and
a further delay in normalizing 'and evaluating the data. For computer-
monitored facilities, there were Aso delays in debuggipg the data acquisition
system, in transmitting the accumulated raw data, in converting the raw data
to usable information, and in .the evaluation of that information.

At the outset, some of the projected savings were questionable. For exam-
ple, one phase 1 report predicted that a large savings of electric power could
'be effected by loweringthe temperature o': the air leaving hot water heated
air handlers. Thisppredicte/i power savings can not be justified. In another
phase 1 report a yeti large savings was attributed to a night setback retrofit
even though the investigating'engineer expressed doubt that a savings of such
magnitude could be achieved, This engineer chose torstay with the prediction
after" rechecking'* inputs to the c6mputer program, even though the predic-
tion did not seem reasonable to him (or to us). This experience points out
the validity of questioning the output of a computer when such output appears
unreasonable. ,

Comparing energy, consumption on a degree day basis has certain limitations
since, for any given day, the degree day figure is the difference bevieen the
average., or mean,temperiture for that day and 65°F. Variibles which also
have an'impact upon fuel consumption, such as amount and intensity of sunlight
and wind velocity and direction, are not taken into consider'ation. Since
there is no ,ophek readily usable basis for comparison, it is fortunate that
the magnitude of errpr will be Less when comparing th.e number of degree days
for various yeirs at any given site than when comparing degree days at two
different sites. -Ahnoropl weathee pAtierns at any given site can lead to
erroneous conclu4pns whe.n_loing the degree.day basis for comparison.

(
,

When the monitored-resnits demonstiaied that tyre actual savings attribut-
able to phase 1 retrofits albost universally did not approkimate those antici-
pated by the originhil engineering studies, it was deemed essential to conduct
on-site_investigatipns to determine the cause or causes of these discrepan-
cies.

-0-
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The findings of theSe irn'testigatious were both positive and negative.
There were several instances where ndditianal "energy-saving" actions had been

-.`taken (somi of which proved to be counter-prod6ctive). more were many
instances where the original cost'effective ECO's had not been effectively
implemented or hacibeen rendered' einoperative by the operators.of the building
in at 'leas; one instance, for valid reasons). In addition, there were many

unforeseen circumstances dev'loping during the school year that had a consid-erable impact upon energy consumption For example, one school. bad a fire
whichenecessitattd operating the school on a 'Cull ventilation-occupied cycle
for two days to remove the smoke odor. At the same school, the temperature
control air compressoi was.stolen (exactly when is not known), causing thesystem to ,be operated on an uncontrolled full heating cycle for an undeter-
mined period of time. At .another school,.the time switch 'that changes ,the
control system from its occupied temperature cycle to unoccupied temperature
cycle malfonctioneltand, for a period of.fleiknown duration, maintained the
higher temperature with full ventilation air both day and night.

%.

In most instances, the people at the schools were conscientiously trying
to conserve energy and to cooperate with the energy conservation experts.

It is reasonable to assume that, here the recommended ECO's been effec-
tively implemented, the retrofitted systems been maintained in proper working
condition and operetta' as anticipated by the recommended ECO's, fuel savingsmore nearly approximating those predicted would have been, achieved. To fu
understand why the results do not measure up to the expectations, it is neces-sary to look at the tridividual ECO's as they were conceived, how they were
implemented and how systai,operation differs from that anticipated.,

The ECO's are discussed in descending order, beginning with the most fre-'. ,

quently recommended retrofit.

REDUCEOCTSIDE AIR: Recommended for six systems, (five of which are equippedwith unit ventilators). In a sixth unit ventilator school, which historically
taped the outside airintakes closed, the recommendation was to increase the
outside air to satisfy code requirements.

The outside air considered here is "minimum" outside air. Minimum Outside
air is that cpliaritity of outside air introduced by the unit ventilator when the
temperature of the room served is 'at room thermostat setting. The controlcycle used at the schools in this program, and in most schools, was intended
to operate as f011iows: the outside alp damper is co remain closed until warmupis completed, when it opens to its:preset "minimum" position. If the room
temperature increases above the room thermostat setting, all heating ceases
and 'additional outside air, up to 1002, will be introduced into the room. To
insure that air cannot enter the room at too Cold a temperature a "low limit"
unit Ventilator temperature discharge controller 4ntercepts the cooling signal
from the room thermostat and 'provides a limit to the lowest temperaturedischarged to thela..

Dampers in a unit ventilator it not lend themselves to precise control ofoutside air, since the amount of air introduced does not depend solely., on the
position of the damper, and the positioning of the damper may vary .due toother problems with the system. Any damper position will admit quantities of
outside air which Jill depend upon the relative scat ic pressures within and

3.1
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outside the hulicitsg, upon wind direction dud vciocity, And upon filter clean-
liness. 'These tic:Impel? Also depend on sealing strips (usually felt), and
damper motor forc490to eVect a ireasodably leak -proof barrier to outside air
entry when the damper is closed.'

In three of the retrofitted unit ventilator equipped schools, the, post
retrofit percentage of unit ventilators having damper-related malfunction or
maladjustment ,varied from approximately 50% to neSrly 100%. Damper blades and
crank arms were found loose on their shafts. Damper operators, even those
newly installed, did ngt effectively close .the outside air dampers. In many
cases_,_the sealing strips were not in plate., The penalty of the above mal-
functions and defects can be total lack of control of outside air during. tne
.occupied cycle and the introduction of large quantities of unwanted outside
air during the unoccupied cycle of the building. in addition,,damper malfunc-
tion or maladjustment can contribute to freezing of the heating coil within
the unit Jentilator.

In one school, the intended control Cycle would admit_lessThbtsIde air
than the -code' required, even if the dampers had been capable of unimpeded
operation, and also inhibited the full 100,outside air cooling cycle. The
specification to accomplish the retrofit for another school prescribed outside
air quantities in excess of the code requirements ,stated in the phase 1

report. The auithors are unaware of anx reason for this action.

In three other schools where the classroom unit ventilators appeared to be
operating properly, with approximately correct minimum outside air, unit ven-
tilators dr ventilating units serving non-classroom spaces had not been read-
jusced to minimum code requirements and were introducing excess outside air
into the building. In some instances, these units are used infrequently.

In a school with a central air handler, the toilet exhaust fans expelled a

much greater quantity of air from the building than was introduced by the ven-
tilation fans. The higher exhaust rate produced a neg'ative pres,kmre in the

building, _causing increased infiltration and associated discomfort. In

several schools the exhaust fans, which the pre-retrofit engineering analysis
envistone0 wouldbe,stopped during the unoccupied cycle, were not addressed in
the retrofit specifications and, as a. result, were foUnd to be ,operating at

)1*

all times.
.

et
essentially all of the schools'are st411pintroducing more outside air into

the building than w.'sq intended or specified. -Some,also'admit substantial
quantitie& during unoccupied peri'ods when no outside Sir is to be introduced

rough the unit ventilators. On paper this retrofit is very cost eff,ective,
b t in practice it did not achieve tarset energy savip4g.

IMPROVE B LER EFFICIENCY; Recommended for five schools.'
1

ti

Eff ciency is defined as the percentage of fuel converted to useful heat. e di

. rov g boiler efficiency means that less fuel is wasted in the conversion
rotes . . in one school a boiler-burner replacement was recommended in order

to tty'ke advantage of the then lower cost of oil versus gas at that site - this
chafte was deemed don-energy conserving and wds notlimplemented. In a second
sch 1, a new burner vas installed ip the existing boiler in lieu of the
to =mended bofler-bdrner replacement, with., no detrimental' impact on the. .

1
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anticipated increase in combustion efficiency. In a third cast., new steam
koiler- burners'wpre substituted for the recommended new ho( water boiler-
burners recommended to replace existing steam )oilers. This substitution pro-
'vided the anticipated increase in combustion efficiency but had a minor nega-
tive impact on expected over operating efficienmbecause of heat lo's/vs
from the steam piping and con rters which would,have been eliminated had hot
water boilers been used.

FOL. the most part this retrofit has increased the combustion effftioncy of
the boilers at these school's. fheFe ire two notable exceptions, however. The
combustion efficiency of the boi192 in the school where a recommended replacec

,went was not 1 instal led has dropped from a reported 8'0% to a /re&ntly measured'
72%, indicating a need or maintenance. The combustiden 'efficiency of a boiler
which was retrgfitted ith a new burner was recently measured to be 63%, down
from the 82% measured immediately after retrofit, because of a reported burner

'readjustment necessitated by an oil suction line problem and because of
mechan cal problems with the nen burners. Correction of the oil suction line
preble was delayed until -the ground thawed. 4

k As ieasured in March 79, the overall unweighted average bolter 'combustion
`s.seffj.cie cy at full 'firing sate was 75% at the five schools involved rh this
retrofi . 4nticipated combustion efficiency was 80% plus. Reported effi-
ciency before retrofit was 70%. Therefore,' the time. of most recent site
inspection this retrofit was saving approximately half of the anticipated .
amount.

i

NIGHT SETMCK: Recommended f r four schools: In three cases, the night -tine
or unoccupied ,temperature as not.specified. Also, in three cases, the set-4
back hours wAre not spetifie .

It is commonly considered desirable to provide a night setback of approxi-
mately 10-15°F less than occupied temperatures. It was 'assumed that a tem*.
perature no' higher than 6b°F for unoccupied 'periods was used in the computer
simulation. 3rrive at the predicted energy savings. Further, it was assumedtoc

that, in the simulation, the system was presumed to be indexed to occupied
temperature somewhat before the normal beginning of classes and to unoccupied
temperature at or about the end of the full occupancy school day. It was/ also
assumed that tile system remained on the unoccupied cycle for the durat1ion of
weekends, holidays and vacation perioa's.

In three oE 'the schools, we found the night (unoccupied) thermostat set
points to be yidely variable and nearly,universall well above the assumed

f -60°F target. Vin some rooms, the night control poiiit was at or above the day
setting. 'Night Lonvol points of as high as 80°F were observed, with many in
the high 60's to mid 70's.

In two schools, the principal had ordered th-at the system be ept at full
daytime operation in the entire' school until 5 p.m. (classes e d at 3:15) so
that the few people still in the building would be comfortable. Three of the
schools were indexed to daytime operation as early as 4:00 a.m to prepare for
classes which start no earlier than 8:30 a.m.'



This ECO also assumed that no outside would be introduced through the
ventilation system at night. In two of tnesetschools,-.0e,outside air dampers
did not close completely (some did not approach closure), thus, a -substantial
quantity, of outside air'was introduced during the night cycle of operation.

In one school many of the unit ventilators, cycled to maintain the night
temperature, were starttd during thee unoccupied cycle with the heating control

.01 valve closed Or nearly closed. ,Specifications did ot address this issue.
Some of these sane units have outside air dame which never closed com-a
pletely. The result was that the units were required to operate for longer
than necessary "night" cycle time periods while unwanted outside air was also
introduced. Ihnfrstarted, most of these'unit ventilators never shut off dur-
ing the remainder of the unoccupied period. In this same school the "ole
sectiout of the building has steam unit ventilators with a control cycle which
opens the control valves on the unoccupied cycle. Ttiis lead to the overheat-
ing of several rooms during the unoccupied portion of most of the school year.

In one school, the simulation assumed that the hot water circulating pumps
(and presumably the boiler) would be stopped on the unoccupied cycle until the
outdoor air temperature dropped below 35°,f. The post retrofie unoccupied con-
trol system actuall!i, employed precluded this energy saving feature.

C7-
The elevated temperatures during the night-time or unoccupied cycle, the

longer than anticipated occupied temperature cycles, the undesired introduc-
tion of outside air, the night operation of toilek.exhaust fans, the unneces-
sary .operation of unit ventilator and exhaust.fan motors, and the unantici-
pated additional operation .of boilers and pump, all contributed to greater
thandexpected energy use.

STOP EXHAUST DURING UNOCCUPIED PERIODS: recommended for four schools. In two
of these schools, all toilet exhaust'fans reportedly run continuously. They
are not connected to the occupied-unoccupied control dycle.

Exhausting air from a building causes increased infiltration, especially
in buildings where the outside air dampers do not close completely during the
unoccupied cycle. Increased infiltration increases. energy consumptfon.

INSULATE ROOF: Recommended and implemented for three schools.

There is no doubt that insulation saves energy. There can be considerable
doubt that add4aglinsulation to'a roof, by and of itself, is "cost effective"
as defined by this program. For example, at one of, these single story, flat
roof schools in a 5300 degree-day climate, the justification for insulating 7'

140Vof the roof area was based on combining the addition of roof insulation
wit* night setback. In this case, the roof insulation by itself could not
qualify as cost effective (based on figure's taken directly from the phase I

report which recommended it).

REDUCE EQUIPMENT OPERATING TIME: recoMmended in thrte schools. The night-
setback ECO should also reduce equipment operating time in most cases, but
this discussion deals only with three schools where this recolmendation was
made separately.

4 -20-
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hI,47 oul the occupied cycle was to ge changed from a duration of

-.,

.... twelve hours to seven hours. Actual post retrofit operation permitted the
occupied cyc e tex function for as many as ten hours.

ro.

econd,chodl the reduced operation was to be effected manually by
acing personnel. There is no record that the operating persbnnel were

eructed to reduce operating hours and therefore no'reduction in operation .

occurred. Increased activities now require more equipment rynning time than
at the time of the phase I report.

At4e third site, this retrofit-envisioned discodtinuing summer operation
of the ventilating system, but did not implement a convenient method of accom-
plishing this task.

The increase in hours of operation on the occupied cycle for two of the
three build/41gs consumed more energy than estimated.

LOWER THERMOSTAT SETTINGS: recommended for two schools: This retrofit was not
totally accomplished in ,either school. Both schools are equipped with unit
ventilators.

...t

Human comfort is function, not only Of.dry bulb temperature, but, also
of relative humidity, air movement, and mean radiant temperature. Unit venti-
lators tend to produc substantial air movement within the occupied spacef
,especially in that portion of the space in close proximity to the unkt. While
684F, or lower, may be comfortable under some circumstances, it may not be in
a unit 4entilator equipped classroom.

It should be noted that the standard unit ventilltor patrol cycle will
mot permit talc .pace temperature in a classroom to---increase appreciably above
the temperature set point during those periods of the year when the outside
air temperature is low enough to cool the room. Thus, unless the control sys-
tem is modified to provide a "dead band" in space temperature control, when
the space Opermostat is set for an energy Saving (but uncomfortable) 65°F
+2°F, the control system will prohibit allowing the,space to float to, a' more
comfortable higher temperature resulting from the free heat due to internal
heat gaLns. It will instead introduce cold outside air to cool the classroom
to about 67°F.

-

I

Actual space temperatures maintained in these two schools at the time of
inspection were in the mid to upper 70's. Since the room temperatures were
not lowered as anticipated by this ECO, these schools are saving less energy
than projected.

RESET HEATING MEDIUM (HOT WATER) TEMPERATURE: recommended in one school,
installed or reconditioned in four schools..

I
This energy conserving feature, installed in more buildings than initially

recommended, wil tend to produce a somewhat greater than anticipated energy

RESET SUPPLY AIR TEMPERATURE: recommended in twoschoolp.

3'



Operating one of these systems as recommended by eiis retrofit, as imple-
mented by the specification generated for its accomplishment, and as accom-
plished by the contractor would lead to eccupant discomfort during most,of the
operating season. Internal loads r .equire air temperatures lower than speci-
fied for most ofthe operating season.

At the second site, leakage through the face dampers within the air han-
dling units and heat exchange around them, made attaining the temperature goal
impossible without introducing excess outside air. The function of some of
the units also precludes the operation specified in this retrofit since two
units provide the heating for dedicated spaces and must respond to the needs
of these spaces.

.0/

The net effect an anticipated savings is negative..

PREVENT ATTIC VENTILATIONDURING WINTER: recommended for one school.

This retrofit was not implemented.

IMPROVE LIGHTING USE' SCHEDULE: recommvded for one school.

Implementation was to Kaye been accomplished by instruction of building
users. Building use now requires more periods of lighting use than when ini-
tially surveyed. The lights are not turned off to the extent anticipated by

this retrofit during those hours when such action is possible.
4

INSTALL ENERGY EFFICIENT FLUORESCENT LIGHTING LAMPS AND FIXTURES: recommended
for one school, installed in four schools.

The new lamps and fixtures use less energy than the original fluorescent
fixCures and substantially less energy than the original incandescent fix-
tures. Th decrease in lighting power consumption in four schools instead of
one, lowers energy consumption beyond the predicted level, if increased hours
of use does not cancel the increased efficiency.

REDUCE WLNDOW AREA: recommended and implemented in one school.

Reducing window area by replacing a glass area with materials .having a

higher "R" value Gower "U" value) saves energy, but was not "cost effective"
as employed in this situation. This retrofit received its justification by
being combined with night setback.

AUTO BOILER CONTROL: recommended in one school.

At thI. site, thg boiler was originally permitted, by action of a tine
cloCk, eg operate to maintain steam pressure between the hours of 4:00 a.m.
and 4:Oft p.m., seven days per week during the heating season. When cold out-
door temperatures were eng5ted, the operators manually bypassed_the time
switeli-to maintain steam pressure 24 hours/day. They reportedly also shut
down` the boilers tr: mild weather.

The engineering analysis stipulated that additional controls be employed
to reduce the running tine of the boiler by tailoring the boiler operation to
actual need.

-22-
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The implementing specification' called for a thermostat, sensing outdoor
air temperature, to start and stop the boiler. The tentative setting of this
thermostat was to be 6(1°F.

This facility did not same energy at the predicted rate. The school sys-
tem has reportedly implemented additional energy saving measures. This leads
to the conclusion that the bdiler control retrofit, as accomplished, did not
reduce the boiler operation to the expected extent.

REDUCE pFILTRATION: recommended fOr clue school - not impleminted. Lack of
implementation has adnegative impact upon anticipated energybaving.

Several features, which wire not directly called for by any of the recom-
mended retrofits, were added by specification. These are as follows:a

OPTIMAL START PROGRAMERS: employed at four schools.

This device varied thd time at which the heating system was indexed 'from
the unoccupied cycle to the oc ed cycle (start time). The start time is
varied according to outdoor air to erature and a building "U" simula-
tion' to provide a preset "occupancy ready" condition. The "U" factor
(Btu/hr/ft4/°F temperature difference) is a measure of the heat loss rate of
the building. Somo, models of this device have CAte determining the earliest
possible :....tart time, while others employ a time clock for this functfon.
Cams, when empilied, are available for either 2 -hour or a 4-hour maximum
warmup cycle..

Although not 'employed in three of the test schools, this device is avail-
.

able with an opti,nal :feature prcividing an output which can be used to insure
that ventilation does not occur during the warmup cycle.

This device did not directly account for three important considerations in
determining optimum start time: ,l) the temperature of the heating medium
available to accomplish building warmup, 2) the type of system which will
accomplish warmup (i.e., fan driven or convection), and 3) the actual initial
temperature within the structure from which warmup must occur. Conscientious
calibration'of the "U" value input to these devices might partially compensate
for some of these variables.

As installed and calib rated in all four schools, 'these
(

devices caeh ed,
unneeded operation of the heating systems (wasted energy) during warmup.

STOP H4TINC CIRCULATING PUMPS (AND BOILERS) WHEN OUTDOOR TEMPERATURES EXCEED650F F): employed in four schools.

This iq a logical, and usually easy to accomplish', energy conservingfeature. For any system which was not already manually operated in a similar.' manner, and compatible to this type of operation, this retrofit saves energy.

SERVICE STLAM TRAPS: specified for one school.

-2
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Leaking or malfunctioning steam traps are extremely wasteful of energy. A
visual inspection, in early March 79, gave, rho confirmation that this work had
been accomplished.

ALLOW ROW TEMPERATURE TO "FLOAT" from 6521: to 78.°E: (A Type of "Dead Band"
Contrdl) specifiedir one school (unit ventilator equipped).

This specification proposed4n operAtional cycle for the Unit ventilators
that would close the outside air damper at any room temperature below approxi-
mately 73°F. Full heating was specified to occur at 65°F room ter6erature nd
full....free cooling at 78°F, (The equipment installed prohibits the possibility
of a full .cool g cycle because it is unable to provide a full cooling signal
to the outsi air damper control.)

A'
There is np doubt that this cycle would conserve energy; however, it

violates most existing state ventilation codes including the state it which
the building is located) because it relies upon infiltration to provide venti-
lation until "free" cooling of the space is required. In actual operation
during the occupied cycle, the room temperatures would rarely be below 69°F
but would frequently be at, or ever/above, 78°F. Onany given stInn5r but
fairly cool day,_some rooms could be at ach extreme. While both conditions
are within normal human tolerance levels, having both conditions existing
simultaneously can lead to occupant complaint as occupants migrate from space
to space. It is possible that the following day might be cloudy and cold
causing the' rooms that were '780F the day before to be only 69°F. Day-to-day
variations also cause discomfort and eftglaint.

This retrofit was not installed in conformance with the specification.
The installed system (delayed the "minimum" ventilation cycle ntil the space
requires no heat. Full outside air cooling was also disabled. It should be
noted that "dead band" control, properly implemented, can pr vide comfort and
satisfy ventilation codes while conserving energy.

ADDITIONAL RETROFITS.

AO
Phase II retrofits (additional retrofits installed subleque

pletion of the original retrofits) were installed at one site.
of:

MORNINC WARHUP TIMER)

to the con-

ey cons&sted

This device restores full heating medium temperature, subject to the abil-
ity of the boiler to provide maximum temperatureoutput when handling the
warmup load, for a predetermined time period. The purpose of this device was 'e

to shorten equipment operating time by provrding the capability of a more
rapid clorning warmup in a "slow to warm up" school.

STOP BOILERS Aal HEATING PUMPS ON UNOCCUPIED CYCLE Al OUTDOOR AIR TEMPERATURES
ABOVE :7474T

'

-24-
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This retrofit is an energy saver, provided''ihe system was not already:manually operated'in a similar manner., Since this retrofity was not completeduntil late March 1979, no analysis is available;
. . .

.

ALLOW VENTILATION ONLY DURING CLASS HOURS:
1--

Prohibiting the introduction of ventilation air during other than the full .occupanc period of the school day saves energy during warmup and 'fieVents the
14.......

introducti of excess outside air to cool the morning warmup overheating that'-=is likely to occur with some types oiisystems..

)The delay in successful 'accomplishment of the phase Ultetrofits and thesimultaneous correction of basic system inadequacies takes it impossible/toassign precise energy conservation values, based upon proven results, to ,'any-, of these retrofit*. Correction of phase I and some phase II retrofitOecu-
tion errors was accomplished in February and March of 1979. Numerous iixperA.ments, ireqbiring abnormal operation, have also limited the base 514'eded forcomplete results analysis. .

In summation, the factors contributing to this program not achieving thepredicted energy savings included some instances of over estimating possiblesavings' daring the pre-retrofit engineering analysis; instances where thespecifications prepared for the retrofits did not precisely describe theretrofit as proposed by the pre-retrofit engineering analysts; instances Ilhete
' the retrofit installation was not in conformanc'e with the specifications forthe work; and some instances where, the operation of the building negated atleast part of the potential savings.

i
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

{

)..

Due to legal and procurement difficultids, the retrofits intended tolFbe
.

implemented in the schools during schobl year 77-78 were not accomplished . J.............. - - ......1..
except in one sc_baol,,whire.si-it-s--own- fund, to accorrytist- Thd---OfeiEiffa- 4
retrofits. Thus, the 1977-78 heating season did not Veld any results on
energy savings due to retrofits, except a;,1"hat one school .

Completion of the retrofits were not accomplished until mid-November 1978,
which meant that in the mbre severe climates approximately 1/3 of the 1978-79
heating season hadjassed before data was available for evaluating the effec-
tiveness of retrofits. Several months were required to,analyze the data and
draw conclusions regarding the retrofits and to verify the observed data with
the, school operating personnel. When inadequacies io,retrofit installation
were discovered, either by information gained from evaluating computer output
data'or on the tour of the, sites donducted in February and,March of 1979, many
installing contractors took the position that their IkIstalfation was out of

warranty, having been accepted more than a year previously. On this basis,
they refused to correct the deficiencies discovered during this inspection.

This program, which might be referred to as a pilot program, had many
,a4vantages that will probably not exist under the implementation of the
"National Energy Act. Each school building selected for the pilot program was

afforded the luxury of a comprehensive engineering analysis by a competent
engineering firm skilled in the art, and was modelled on a Obmputer using
established and respected computer programs designed for this service.' "Cost
effective" ECO's were identified. Retrofits were either designed by '

Architect-Engineering firms or designed under the supervision of a licensed
enginegr. A large peuentam of the retrofits involved temperature control
systems which were modified or installed"by national firms advertising them-
selves as energy consgrvation specialists. The eqqipment used was of high
quality. The.instkIfitions were checked and. accepted by at least one licensed
engineer.

Yet, the results were less than totally satisfactory. Some of the 'pilot

(fo

program schools have not been given the eliergy conserving potential that was
intended for them. Others 4id ruit reach their goal of satisfactory completion
untfl. Marc f 1979. Another is, .left with a system that cannot be expected to

operate as re rofitted without frequent manual adjustments to achieve reason-
able comfor . These adjustments can result in defeating the energy conserving ..-

I
potential of the retrofit.

The goal of the Nat ional Energy Act is to conserve the greatest amount of
energy possible with the'limited funds available. It can not afford a large
administration expense. The funds reaching the targets will be passed through

)

th'a various states and territories, thus making control of the use of the

:
*There, phase II retrofits were recommended based upon the results ob-
tainod OL4ring the 77-78 heating season.

-26-
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granteefunds more difficult. .

0

Another major p/oblem is.apathy. Many people are not conVinCed that. there
6. is an .energy pr blem, 'Ire unconcerned about the .real and potential negativir

, impact of importing deresandmore fossil fuels upon the health it our economy0unwilling to sacrifice any degree.of comfOrtor convenien or, with theos orenergy stnl being a relative bargain when compared to cost of labor,are unwilling to staff adequately to keeiliouilding.envelopes or mechanical._ .
systems operating efficiently. As an example, in one of the. test schools aboiler pressure relief valve has been discharging substantial quaritities of

. ' 190010ater directly to' the sewer Continuotsly for more than a- month.: The
maintenan4c-department knows about the probllem but either has not been able to

Ixinvest the time to correct it has not seen fit to do so. Not ,only doesis malfunction waste a ro%hly estimated 2,500,000 Stu'sigach 24-hour 1k'pe Jodi ($12.50/day at a fuel cost of $0.30/therm) but, it also creates otherproblems within tile system. The water used to replace the, which was lostcarries air a minerali.. The air can cause interruption of flolat (which could
--) create' a fereze hazard and erratic operation of the heating systemrand'a

deteriorstfOnet the system's components. The Minerals also have a
Ter
Nietrimen-

. -
tal impact on the operation and useable life of the system.

,
.

,Ma teachers at the pilot program schools Insisted that room temperaturei
be maintained in the mid to upper 70's.

e-

/

N '

,
.7

It would appear tt a major reason why the.reality of this prograllmmkdid
not "hiliallthe expeetitions was that competent pdrticiparits were too imprnsed
by, -and mliant.upon, the'competence of other qualified'pvticipants, and that
authority acrd- accountability were not assigned to that segment of participantsin the best ivition to insure, results. A participant with ultimate accoUnta-
bility it wise to operate under the assumption that, in the real world; it is
,essential to become directly involved inprOr to ensure that one's own best
rnterefts are served.
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Supplement A

/9 -

ISAMULATING AN ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM
FOR YOUR SCHOOL SYSTEM

4

Part I:

GENERAL )

A. Recognition of the Energy Problem by School Administration

a) Energy costs are .escalating rapidly while energy availability
decreases.

b) Energ, use in many school buildings can 'be reduced 50% or more.

c) The maintenance and teaching staff, the students and their parents,
and the community in general must be made aware of the need to con
Arve energy, even at the expense of some comfort. When all of these
groups are made an active part oI any energy conservation plan, supe *
rior result's are obtained.

d) The operators and users of building and its mechanical system can
be major contributors to energy conservation. Turning off lights in
Unused roomeor the unneeded portion of lighting in occupied rooms;
recognizing the need to become acclimated to, and dressing for,
reduced room temperatures during the heating season; and recognizing. .

that an entire school facility cannot be heated after class hours for
a handful of people, will make real energy savings possible.

e) comprehensive maintenance program has always been a good investment
Snd is essential to any'effective energy conservation program.

f) Sdcring energy also saves money in everaincreasijo amounts as energy
costs escalate.,

4
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Part IL:

IS YOUR BASIC HEATING SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL?

Applying energy conservation retrofits to a malfunctioning or nonfunction-
ing system can create problems and disappointing results.

A. Hot Water Heating Systems.- In the 1950'st, the trend toward hot water sys-
\tems accelerated.. Many systems were installed in a manner which creates
operational problems. Some of the more common problems are:

4

1. Location of the point of connection to the expansion, tank. (Correct
and incorrect expansion tarok relationships shown in Figure 2).

An explanation of the functions of expansion tanks and the problems,
associated with incorrect location follows.

a) Water increases in volume as its temperature increases. In a
closed piping' system an expansion tank, with its cushion of air,
provides the space for this expansion. The tank must provide ade-
quate volume to accomodate this expansionyithqut a major change ,
in system pressure.

.111) the point at which t e pansion tank connects to the main piping
system becomes the oint at which the system pressure does not
change when the circulating pump starts or stops (provided the
piping system is free of air).

c) Water is, from a practical standpoint, incompressible. Pressure,
changes do' not change the volume of water.

d) Once a closed system is filled with water, it is not desirable to
40

add water 'to, or expel water from, the system.

e) A circulating pump generates a differential pressure, i.e., the
pressure at. pump discharge is higher than that at the pump suc- .

tion. For a working systeb this differehtial, pressure must be
equal to the friction loss of the piping system and all of .tie
system's componets, when the volume of water needed to converire
required heat is beingcirculated.

f) Vertical displacement creates .s-aripressure, If a vertical pipe
10' high is filled witWOlwater, it generates a static head (pres-
sure) of 10' of water at the bottom of the pipe. This is equal to
4.33 pounds per square inch (psi). Similarly a pump, which is
rated at 10' hei0 at design flow, when pumping design volume. of
water generates a pressure at its discharge which is 4.33 pounds
per square inch greater than,the pressure ht its suction inlet.'

g) Most hot water boilers used in schools are rated ecir 30 pounds per
square inch internal pressure and are equipped with pressure
relief valves that discharge water from the system if the' pressure

a
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in the boiler approaches a pressure less than 30 psi.

h) If air is entrained in Ole water, or is present anywhere in thie
system except in the expansion tank, interruption of flow can
result.' Interruption of flow disrupts the capability of the system
to perform and can cause problems such as freezing coils in ven-
tilating units. '

i) All parts of the piping system should be at pressures higher than
atmospheriC. presgure. If any portion of the piping system iS
below atmospheric pressure, leaks or automatic air vents in that

,portion admit air into the system.

j) Ideally, pumps should pump out of the boiler or converter; the
expansion tank should connect into the system at the boiler or
converter outlet; and, the autaalLir system feed pressure reducing
valve should feed into tCe connection to the expansion tank. The
static fill pressure (pressure with pumps stopped) should be suf-
ficient to maintain a-positive pfesstre at the highest point in
the system. For example, if the boiler is in a basement and the
highest point in the. system is 30' above the-boiler; the fill
pressure should be a minimum of 30 x 0.433 or 13 pounds per square
inch (13 psi). When the pump in this system is started, the pres-
sure in the boiler will not change. The pressure at the pump
discharge will increase to the static fill pressure (13 psi), plus
the pump head and the entire piping srem remains at pressures
above the surrounding' atmosphere. Thus, leaks will expel water
from the system and automatic air vents will expel air when it is
present. When this ideal non-leaking system has been purged of
air,lit will remain so.

6

k) Many sisens have the expansion tank connected into the system at
the boiler or converter outlet but have the pumps pumping into the

A ., boiler. The le systems also probably have the automatic, feddipres-
sure redscidg valve connected into the piping to the expansion
tank. These systeri can function adequately provided the boiler,
and boiler -pressure . relief valve can accomodate a pressure high
enough to insure positive pressures throughout the system when the
pumps operate. In this instance, since the expansion tank connec-
tion is a point at which the pressuet remains constant regardless
-of pump operations, 'the Rump creates a pressure at its suction
which is lower (by the amour of- the"pump head) than the pressure
in the boiler or the setting of the automatic feed valve. Again,
assume that we have a boiler rated at 30 psi, with a difference in
elevation between Ole boiler and t'e highest point in the system g
of 30' (13 psi), apd that the pump' that has a 50' head (22 psi).
If we have the automatic feed valve set at 15 psi (required static
fill pressure of 13 psL plus 2 psi safety), the pump suction pres-
sure, when the pump is started, becomes 15 psi minus 22 psi, ox. -7
psi (7 pounds per square inch 'below atmospheric pressure). A
major part of this system will be at sub-atmospheric pressures
when the system is operating. Any leak or automatic air vent any.-
where in the negative pressure area can admit air'into the piping
system.

-30-
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1.
-An alterdative to repiping_tuis system to correct the problem

would be to increase the pressure in the boiler (expansion tank)
and the pre$sure setting of the automatic feed valve The boiler,

however,iis rated at 30 ps and cannot be operated at greater than
,30 psi. In systems such as this t$11014 the boiler pressure cannot
be increased to eliminate negative pressures within the system,
the only optiQn'is to repipe the system.to partially or totally

. correct the problem, or live with the problem that entrained air
will create.

1) Anotherfproblem that an oicur, because of incorrect expansion
tank or pump or automatic fill location (and the associated air
inttoduction into the system), is that there may be no point of

constant pressure. All air in the system acts as a cushion 'and,
if air is present anywhere in the e4ansion tank'there is no,point

A of constant pressure. Thus, when the pump circulation, is stopped
(as may be desired in an energy conserving operation), the pres-

.sure at the automatic feed may drop causing it to introduce water
into the system. When the pump is restarted, the pressure may
increase to tpe point that the relief valve will discharge hot
water (wasting energy) and, by the time the relief valve reseats,

the pressure in the system Lay have lowered to the point that more
of the system is subjected to sub-atmospheric pnuAlues.

m) Air in the system can usually be heard as a gurgling" sound.

This "gurgling" sound may be intermittent or continuous. It nay
be almost inaudible or very loud. Loud and continuous gurgling
indicates a very severe entrained air problem.

2. Types of piping systems for larger systems.

a) A two pipe reversr return system is °inherently self-balancing and

requires little effort to bflance (insure that each connected dev-
ice gets its proper percentage of total water flow). This is a

system in which the first' device to receive water from the supply.
line is the device at which the return line begins. The further,

from the boiler, the smaller the supply piping, and the larger the
return piping. After the last connected device (return piping at

its largest), the return pipe is routed back to the boiler (con-

verter) (at maximum size.) with no further connections.

b) A two pipe direct return system is inherently unbalqiced and:

therefore, requires flow balancing devices such as balancing
cocks, circuit setters, etc., and a rather elaborate balancing
procedure to insure that each'connected device receives correct
flow. This system has supply and return lines running parallel to
each other with the piping for'both supply and return largest in
size near the boiler. The last connected device 1.5 served by the
smsllest supply and smallest return connections. Both supply and
return piping decrease in size as devices are connected.

3. Water Balance. When rooms heat at different rates in a hot water sys-'
tem that is free of kntrained airthe need for d water balance is
indicated.' Mi., condition is far nun,. likely to occur in a two pipe

4C
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Figure 3. TWO PIPE DIRECT RETURN HOT WATER PIOING(SYSTEM
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direct return bystem and balancing is much more difficult on this type
of system.

6.. Steam Systems.

One pipe--obsolete--very few st.111/1/
//

n-existence.
""'>

2. Two pipe low pressure, atmospheric. return.

a) This system employs a condensate pump vented to the atmoSphere

b) See STEAM TRAPS 6 CONDENSATE 'PUMP MAINTENANCE in 'Section III.
' Non-functioning steam traps waste large amounts of energy.

3. Two pipe vAcuum system

a) This sys4em operates at less than atmospheric pressure (vacuum)
and has a vacuum pump which pumps gases and waxer.

b) See vAcupt PUMP MAIN7ENANCE in action III.

C. Unit VentilatorsHeating Type, ASHRAE CYCLE II CONTROL (Most commonly
used system in American schools).

1. This device performs the functions Of heating, filtering of air, ven-
tilating, and cooling with outside air.

2. A very common problem, usually undetected, is the OT5twion of the
dampers. Fre.quently, the outside air damper does not close tightly
when thelcontral cycle requires that it should. When no power (elec-
tric control system) or air pressure (pneumatictuantrol system) is
supplied to the. outside air damper operator, the outside air damper
should be held closed by damper. operator force. All damper sealing
strips must be in place so that the damper, when in its closed posi-
tion, provides an effective barrier to outside air entering the unit.

3. 3'he control valves used on early hot water units may have flat disc.
inner construction. This type of valve has very poor control charac-
teristics and causes control cycling (energy waste).

4. See FILTERS, MAINTENANCE in Section III. .

. '
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Part III!

IS YOUR MAINTENANCE PROGRAM ADEQUATE?

All building envelopes and mechanical systems must be adequately main-
afhedin order to function efficiently.

A. Boilers and furnaces.

I. Keep heat exchange surfaces clean. For a boiler, this means free of
soot on the flame side and free of depositon the water side.

2. Water should be treated as required to prevent corrosion of wetted
.surfaces throughout the system.

3. Check operation of all required safety devices at least once a year.

B. Burners and Controls.

1. Lubricationlis,recommended by manufacturer.

2. Check combustion efficiency twice a year, once at thp start' of the
heating season and again in the middle of the season. Adjust burners
and draft for maximiim,efficiency.

C. Filters

1. Cleaned or replacedjat inteetals required fOr your building. Filters.
"-in unit ventilators are doubly important since a dirty filter not only k

reduces the capacity of the linit, but may also cause the introduction-of additional (unwanted) minimum outside air. 44444 recirculated air
portion of a unit ventilator filter typically gets dirW sooner than
the outside air portion. The increased resistance of the dirty. recir-

li

. culatod air portion causes additional outside r to inter the unit
through the minimum open position of the outsi e air damper.

2. Use good quality, properly fitting filters.

D. fans.
A

A. Wheels and scrolls should be kept clean.Adequate filtei .maintenance
will help keep them clean.

*
2. Bearings to be lubricated per the manufa'cturer's to-cructions.

E. Heating and Cooling Coils (Air Cooled Condenser Coils).

1. Finned'surface should be clean; Adequate filter mai:iiteoance will help
keep heating, and coolihg coils clean.

Az. -33-



.2. Repair or replace laking coils.

F. 'Motors.

1. Lubricate in accordance with manufacturer's reRuirements.

C. Belts.
F-

1. Replace worn or 4amaged belts. Belts which are checked, frayed, or

show evidence of considerable wear are due for replacement.

2. Tighten as specified by the equipment manufacturer. Rely that are

too loose wear-out prematurely and reduce the capacity of the driven
device. Belts that are too tight may cause bearing failure or, as in

the case of a unit ventilator,objeceionable noise.

, H. Pumps.

1. Follow manufacturer's lubrication instructions.

2. Replace leaking seals.

1. ReliefValves.

1. Check operation periodically during heating season.

22Repair or replace if leaking or not functioning prOperly.

J. Steam Traps-Ftheck once a year, preferably at the beginning of the heating
season.

.

17 Traps are intended to prevent steam from entering condensatles return

s lines while allowing air and CO2 to discharge freely.into the conden-

sate return lines. A simple performance test can be made by jirst
making sure the steam control valve is open, then, while wearing a
pair of heavy canvas gloves, putting ohe hand on the trap inlet line

and the other on the trap discharge condensate line. A big difference

in the temperature should be quickly apparent. If no difference is

detected, trap malfunction is 1,Ddicated. Repair or replace as needed.

K. Manual Valves.

1. Operate at least once a year.

2. Check for leaks around valve stems. Tighten stuffing boxes as

-required.
-

L. Strainers.

1. Clean' once a year.

M. Condensate Pumps (used on steam systems).
s
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I. These pumps perform the functiohs of venting-4r and CO2 to the atmo-
sphere, storing small quantities of condensate (water), and pumping
the condensate back into the boiler.

2. If steam is being vented at the condensate pump, steam trap malfunc-
tion is indicated (seep, trap maintenance).

3. Service and lubricate per-manufacturer's recommendations.

N. Vacuum Pumps (Usedl on steam systems)

1. Vacuum pumps are similar'in function to condensate Trumps except that
vacuum pumps pump air and CO2 as well asitter. Operation of pumps
should be intermittent and a vacuum (pressure below atmospheric)
should be indicated in the vacuum pump receiver.

2. Inability to maintain th e system vacuum indicates leaks within the
system or that the pump requires overhaul.

3. Service and lubricate per manufacturer's recommendations.

O. Automatic Dampers and Damper Linkages:. 401

1: Lubricate bearings tk least once a yliarSmore often in unusual condi-
tiDns such as in a Silt air atmosphere

2. Check linkage for proper operatTon each year. Damper blades and all
crank arms must be tightly connected to their shafts and adjusted to
alloy proper operation.

3. dampers, particularly outside air and exhaust dampers, must be
able to close tightly when required to do so&by their controllers and
held in this closed position with force by the associated ',damper/ operator.

4. Sealing strips (where used) must be intact and firmly affixed to the/ bladessorstops. Loose strips should be re-glued.

.--
In Automatic Valves--Annual.

I. Checkffoeleaks at stuffing boxes. If leaking, tighten stuffing box
or replace packing.

2: Check lir tight closure. If valve leaks, repair or replace.

1
3. Check for free and smooth control operation. Sticking or jerky action

1
indicates corrosion on stems or a too-tight stuffing box. Adjust or
replace as appropriate. (

4. If the valve is pneumatic, listen for air leaks. If leaking, replace
operator or diaphragm.

51-35- OS,



Q. Automatic Damper Operators--Annual

1. Check for smooth damper operation. If sticky or jer y, the problem is
likely in the damper. See automatic damper maint ance.

. '
2. If the operator id pneumatic, listen for air leaks! If leakage is

apparent, replace diaphragm.

3. Lubricate as directed by manufacturer.

4. If the attached damper is eithei an outdoor air or exhaust damper, it

is ,usually "normally closed". This means that, with no power applied
to an electric damper operator or no air pressure supplied to a pneu-
matic damper operator, the damper is to close. Insure that it is held
tightly cl,osed in this "noTmal",position with damper operator force.

R. qpntrol Air Compressors.

1. Change oil per manufacturer's direction.

2. Blow down the ltir storage tank, per manufacturer's direction. (Open

drain valve at bottom ,of air storage tank until all water has been
remoed therefrom.)

3. Blow down air and oil filters bi-weekly.

4. If compreElor has a refrigerated altercooler, cbeck its operation.
Check automatic drain trap (if so equipped) once a week. Repair any
malfunction.

S. Time Clocks.

' 1. Reset after any power,failure.

. 2* Reset as time basis changes, (i.e., standard to daylight savings).

3. Check for proper time once'a week.

T. Etpansion Tanks.

1. In a property installed system, this device 4/quires little attention.
Check monthly to insure that it has sufficient air to accomtiodate the
water expansion without undue change in system pressure. See also
discussion in IS YOUR BASIC HEATIVG SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL? section.

2. Somt expansion tanks are pre-charged with higher than atmospheric air
pressuie. Some have diaphragms. Most, however, .are not.pre-charged
and usually have gauge glasses to indicate the water level. _With the
system hot (maximum pressure in the system) the sight glass should
indicate that the tank is no more than two-thirds full of water. To
recharge ,a now:precharged tank requires filling the tank with air by
draining the water. To do this, close.the valve between the tank and.
the main piping system. Open the drain valve and drain all the water .

from.the tank. Caution should be exercised because this water can---h.e,,
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very hot. normally, a pail is used to catch the water, closing the
valve while the pail is emptied. When the tank is empty, close the
drain valve and open the valve in the piping between the 4ank And the
system. The tank will fill with water to the systAges normal opqrat-
'ing level:

U. Unit Ventilators.

1. A unit ventilator, as the name implies, is a unitized heating and ven-
tilating system. It contains a fan, fan motor, heating and/or cooling
coil, filter, outside air damper, return air damper, and control dev-
ices all within pne housing. Each compocient must be serviced as oqt-
lined herein and keRt in good, efficient woraing order. z.-4

V. Piping.Sysrem.

1. Most systems are essentially closed. There should be no need lo,
introduce significant amounts of makeup water. If your system uses
significant quantities of makeup water, leaks or inoperativ-e steam
traps are indicated. In leaking steam systems, which have properly
operating steam traps,, the condensate return piping is usually the
source of the problem. Leaks must be found and repaired.

-37-
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Part IV'

ENERGY CONSERVATION' OP UNITIES USUALLY HAVING GOOD PAYBACK POTENTIAL
(depending on energy costs at your'location)

A

r

P

V

(This list, does not Oclu& every conceivable cost effective ECO and is

intended,as a guide only?)
k

A. Reduce Outside Air (ReduceMinimum Outside Air)

.Except for air conditioned schools with economizer dontrOls which are

operating on the cooling mode, ventilation air should be provided only
during those hours of full occupancy of the school or a particular
area of the school.

2. The nitimum ventilation rate should not be in excess of that required
by the staCe.or local ventilation code. Normally these codes require
5 cfm outside air per occupant. Research indicates that this is a

conservative requirement and efforts are being made lo justify the
changing of basic code requirements to lower levels than 5 cfm.

3. In a LW-L.-Ventilator equipped classroom, precise control of actual

minimum air quantity is $xtremely difficult. Actual minimum outside
air is a function of damper position, relative pressure between inside
and cutside,.wind direction and velocity, and cleanliness of filters..
.Usually a "just'cracked open" minimum outside air damper position will

. provide adequate ventilation.

4. In extremely cold climates, a low minimum ventilation rate combined
with high classroom occupancy may cause' water condensation or ice to
form on classroom windows and window frames. Correcting the cause of

this slondensation '(low inside surface temperature) by covering windows
with plastic sheets, installing storm windows, etc., should be the

first consideration. Corrective actions of this sort will also con
serve energy and cost Justification should be on the basis of / botti

mAasures (reducing 'outside air and improving the "U" value of the,ori
ginat window area) being considered together as one retrofit.

. '

5. Exhaust fails, or gravity exhaust vents, should be allowed td operate
only when actually needele General toilet exhaust fans should func
tion only during the full occupancy portion of the school day. Spe "
dial purpose exhaust operation should be limited to actual need. The

( capacity of dll exhaust fans should be reduced to the lowest possible
code requirement. Air expelled from a'buildifg will be replaced by
outside air 'entering the building by some route:V.

(

6., All outside wit- and exhaust dippers must 11! able to close 'tightly.
,(See DAMPERS AND DAMPER OPER&IONS, MAINTENANCE, 'section I.) All such
,units not having dampers should be provided with tight clo=sing
'dampers.

54
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h. Plight Setback, (reducing unoccupied tAweratures of heating s.ystens).4I #
o.

rC .
''' N 11 .help the ventlIstion'sraen (air supply fans and exhaust fans) for all. n.

4 ' tines' except hours of,:( expected full building (er zone) pcCupapcy.
Where (ventilation functionsOare performed b>t systems gich also supplyar 0\

o., the heating functions (such as unit ventilators), ahe,ventilationow.15. .

-funaton shquId be discontinued during unoccupied periods. The fans,
t

. ' nay b4'required to provide thIrpnoccupied geating.function.0

-7;-110.11'
...-c

-

-

.

NIIi: .2: Nigh0 fuhoccupiedFcycle) temperatures withLn the structure should be
. allowed to fall to approximately -55°F (or lower) . All, prinary

rk1

'10

apparatus such as .boilets (furnaces) should be shut down .41Fing,:the
night (unoccupied) cycle until the temperatore in the coldest mon ,in

`the building falls to approxinately 50°F. When the building's irate
rioti - tenper.ature (cold rpm) falls below 50 °F,- the prfnary apparat.,us
(bcileri anj eircillatirrg ponps or furnaces) shtuld be restarted. As a,
preTeuteoh bgainst freezing of system compQnents, the circulating

. puns in a hot water hefting systen should operate whenev.e..,\the true
°Aside air tenperature is,below 32( even though boiIer/oper Lion may
not be-.equir'ed. When night cycling (internittent opet-a ion o.

4;iati9n heating and ventilation devices, such as, unit ve tilator on a
,heating only mode) is enployect, care must be exercise to insure \that Os\
the fans within these heating devices are npt pe mitted to operate
when no, hs-at is 'available (hot mater circulating pumps shut down or
usable heat n.the boiler). On larger fan systems check belt drive
tqinsure adequate capacity and adj.ustnent for cycling mode.

,3. Wheol partialbjilding use ils a frevent.neediand
.

heating and v tila
4 tIon of the' areas 'used is inportant, the night setback.systvm ould

.be .zonec....topirmit the heating and ventilation of the night 4se art4

ab the,b-wilding whtle.Ieaving-the balance of the building on th ight
(unaccupbed) tactile:

.. . .

4. The sysLem should be operated on ttre night node (unoccupied cycl;) fcr
the couplet duration of schOol holidays and v_acate.:n periods. Since

-, sdme type of rogran tint switch'is ordinarily used td switch from day
' to night node or a normal school week, it is adviseable to provide a
manual switch to facilitate overriding the autonafic suite for vaca
tionA

4 .tion and holiday periods. .s. : . .O
.

,..

.
..

.

C) ,

. 5. The tine period for morning warmup system operation should be kept :assort as possible to provide a minimum level of comfort at the start
MP the scho'ol day. Ideally. the introdua4on of outside air and

por. exhaust fan operation should be prohibited until the start of the AI,.

actual school day,

MP. .
.

.
.

. 6. Switching to the "night" cycle should occur at the end of the actual

.

'full occupancy school day. 'Colltinuinf to mainokin daytine tenpera,
tures (even with the ventilation system r inoperative) in the entire

'

i.
scaool building after the end of the normal school day for the comfork.

of only, few occupants i.a'not normally justifiable. (See exceptive '

`1... a A1110.41er OVe'ration Optimization Panel" in Fart VI of SuppleAent A.)'

0-
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. improye Boiler (Furnace) Efficiency:

1. Major fuel-to-heat c.nvers.ion devices (boiler/burners,

furnace/burners1 properly di lgned, installed an maintained -should be
capable of combustion efficiet ies of 80% or higher. If your equi -
ment is propeily Nntained an adjusted and is incapable of operation
at efficiencies near this leve , expert advice is needed. Cost-

..
effective solutions nay be one er more of the fftlowing:

a) Modify flue and/or draft con trol.

b) Modify combUstion chamber.

.

c) Modify or replace burcers and, contrbls.
0

d) Replace boilers and burners.

2. Overa L operating efficiency is a func tion of full fire combustion
efficlincy but is also dependent upon other factors. Overall el:1-
clenc can also be improved by:

t a) flodulating control of firin, rate with control of air/fuel ratio
over the entire operating range. r

to Reducing the operating temperature of the water (air), leaving the
boiler Iturnace) when possible. Maximum heating medium temperan
cure is require& only atimininum outdoor.air temperatures. Out.-0,

door reset controls are normally employed to reset heating medium.
temperatilik. Resetting bo4der operating temperature downward as

the outside air temperature increases.is advisablf even on systems
mmploying nixing valves for heating hottwater reset. Boilers
Would never be operated at higherOan required temieratul-es.
Caution: boilers may be damaged by firihg at too low a water tem-
perature. Consult the manufaitureekor minimum acceptable operat-
ing tev,-ature (normally 130.to 14t0F).

el c) Stop boilers (and pumps) when their operation is nor required.
Usually neat output from boilers (furnaces) will.not be required

AO. r for.classrooms at outdooi air temperatures above 45 ° F on ti-e flay

(occupied) cycle after morning warmup has been accomplished.
Using a boiler only when actually required and 'utilizins all

s usable 1. at produced during. tnose periods of operation will save
A

major amounts of energy.

d) Uhere multiple boiler's are installed, operate the minimum nunber
of units required to meet the heating load. Standby boilers
should be stiut oft and valved off.

er Room Thermostat Settings (){eating systems only).

1. Degree at,eorafo, cannot be equgted only to spade dry buib temperature
(temperature indicated, on a thermometer). Space rerltive humidity
affect', comfort. Air movement (draft,) and mean radiant., temperature
have a profound affect on occupant comfort. The natinal emergency

5
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guide e of 65 OF can be extremely uncomfortable in a drafty class-
, room o during cold weather, in a classroom which has a large percen-
tage of- g ss in its non sun exposed exterior wall. A 65°F room tem-
perature ma be quite comfortableon any sunny day%in a room with no
drafts and -wi sun exposed windows. %,

2. Adherence to the emergency 65°F guideline may create an amount of
discomfort in some classrooms. However, some discomfort and occupant
conditioning to this discomfort is necessary in order to use our lim-
ited energy prudently. Clasbrooev temperatures in the mid to upper
70'i (degrees Fe), when the system is on a heating cycle, are unreason-
ably wasteful.

E. Shut Off Domestic Hot Water Heating Durits. Unoccupied Periods (Hot Water
To Washrooms).

1. Operation of the domestic water heater canfbeVied into the night set-
back system. The heater and recirculation pumps should stop during
unoccupied periods.

ta

2. A manually set bypass timer can be provided to bypass the shutdown
feature to pr6vide hot water for a limited time during unoccupied
hours.

F. Reduce Temperature of Domestic Hot Water.

1. Water temperatuie should be no higher than 110-120°,F during occupied
periods. For many schools, with only handwashing facilities, the tem-
perature can be even lower.

2. Do not use heating boiler to heat domestic hot water. Provide
separate domestic hot water heater.

C. Replace Incandescent Lighting.

1. New jpergy-conserving fluorescent or high pressure sodium lamps Vve
much more light for a given amount of power input than incandescent
laccps. It hae been claimed that energy saving fluorescent lamps may

-.not be more efficient than standard fluorescent leaps in two lamp
luminaires. (Check with your illumination consultant.)

2. Users report very satisfictory experience with high pressure sodium
lighting (HPS) in salools. Not only does HPS lighting save energy,
hut, it also reduces maintendiice costs substantially. -When using HPS
lighting it, may be advisable to use it throughout the facility to
Minimize the "color" problem. Earthtone colors are reported to work
best with HPS lighting. Colors should be selected under HPS lighting.

'-
3. Consider lowering the hei h oflany new fixtures. This will give more

visibility at desk level th less power input.

4. Remove unneeded fixtures or lamps).

-

5,
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H.

I.

J.

Partially
Polarizing

1. This
sultant:

2. Polarized

3. Del

Turn Off

alluce or

t. f

,

Delamp Existing Fluorescent Light Fixtures and Install
Lenses in Tinctures.

decision shobld be made with the advice of an illumination

. ,

.

lenses may be able co provide adequate visibility-in a
1%,tia ly delamped lighting system. :.

mping saves energy'

Lighting Wikn;Daylight Provides Adequate Illumination.

Eliminate Evening Cleaning of Building.-

New

con-

par-

1. Schedule activities to daylight hours or when lights are on

for other reasons., 4

K. Install Water Flow Restrictors and/or Water Conserving Shower Heads.

1. flow restrictors on hot water supplies to faucets and shower heids

help. eliminate waste. Water-conserving shower heads also reduce hot'
water requirements.

L. Keep Classroom Doors and Windows Closed During Occupancy.

L. Open doors can cause room thermostats to sense a temperature that is

noi representative,of the space.

//
2. Open doors and windows can upset an automatic heating and ventiIatio

system. 'hen no automatIcally controlled ventilation statemiexist
windows can be,opened for desired, ventilation when the heating sys

has been turned off.

ti
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Part V:

ENERGY CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITIES WHICH MAY PROVIDE
ADEQUATE PAYBACK POTENTIAL.

L.--..List not intended to be all inclusive:).

A. Replace standard fluorescent lighting fixtures and ballasts with energy
conserving high pressure sodium or fluorescent lighting fixtures and bal-
lasts.

1. See cautions in Section IV, C, 2.

2. Replacement of fixtures can be corbined with lowering the light fix-
tures to obtain more visibility at desk level with less power input.

3. "Energy Saving" fluorescent lighting may not be more efficient than
standard fluoresceht lighting in two lamp luminaries.

4. Consultation with an illumination speCialist is advised)

B. Install Light Switching to Facilitate Shutting Off Unneeded. Lights.

1. In many classrooms, the exterior bank of lighting 4 unneeded much or
the time.

2. If switching is to produce any. energy savings, someone must use the
switch.

C Use of Security Lighting.
f

1. Contrary to normal beliefs, at least one school di3trict has found
that vandalism decreases when schools are left totally dark.*

p.- Add Insulation to Roof.

1. If roof is due for replacement, and has a low "R" value, adding suffi-
cient insulation to accomplish approximately R.30 may be cost effec-
tive.

2. Placement of insulationfis ah impurtant consideration. Increasing the
R value b'Y using insulation on the roof deck under tfte roofing usually
presents no aroblem. When the structure has a suspended ceiling,
adding insulation ,immediately above this suspended ceiling can cause
condensation problems on ttie.undersideof the roof detk.

4if

A Ctrs Antonio Independent chool District. Nenootory on page 52, June
7, 1978, San Francisco Ex finer.
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3. It shoulli be remembered that during fairly cold weather most
classrooms will have more heat supplied to then by lights and occu-
pants than is lost through the structure and through minimum ventila-
tion Or. This fact, as well 'as the consideration that unoccupied
temperatures should be approximately 55°F, and that insulation and its
installation are expensive, requires careful study to determine the
cost-effectiveness of this ECO.

E. Reduce Window Area of Classrooms or Double Mail Windows, etc.

1. Refer to D. 3. above.

2. Other considerations such as vandalism, loss of daylight., and elimina-
tion,pf condensation can affect the decision on this ECO.

F. Insulate Steam, Hot Water, or Condensate-Pipes or Ducts.

1. Most pipes, except possibly condensate pipes, will probably already be
insulated. Access to the uninsulated pipe i a big factor in deter-
mining the cost, and, thus cost effectiveness, of this ECO.

CO 'Deactivate Auxiliary Heating Devices When'Not' Ne ed.

1. One system co only used --in conjunction,with unit' ventilators is an
snder window, :draft, killing: I.,. limited sapacity.fio-tuberadiatipn,
section. Many of these systems continue to add heat to the room even
when it is not required to moUntain the general ambient temperature.
As a conservation measuye,. en the under window radiation has
independent control valves,_the.se'valVes can be arranged to close com-
pletely during the occupied cycle( whenever the outdoor temperature is
above 35°F.

r.

H. Reduce Infiltration.

4I. Integrity of the buAlding envelope is an obvious need. Restoring or
maintaining this integrity may involve:

a) Weather stripping windows and any exterior classroom doors'.

b) Replacing windows with better sealing units.

c). Installing vestibules at main entrances.

a

1;0
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Part VI);

RETROFITTING A "TYPICAL" SG1100C

'The deciiion on hdrw to 'retrofit must be based upon the cost' of the retro-
fit and its energy saving potential. Determining the cost of retrofits
presents no major problem. Once a decision-has been made to investigate a
particular retrofit, cost idtimates can be obtained from contractors or
material suppliers. The real problems are in the estimating of amounes of
energy that can be saved by proper implementation of the retrofit involved and

-4n getting-cost effective retrofits properly implemented. Of all possible
retrofits, those dealing with reducing the amount of heating fuel used are
probably the most difficult to analyze. This sectiop of this supplement
offers guidance forienergy conservation retrofit decision making by providing
a method of estimating "ball park" heating fuel saving percentages that can be
achieved by implementing some common retrpfits to a "typical" elementary
sthool's mechanical system, applying these percentages.to similar schools and
determining the cost effectiveness of some retrofits. ilvoe scheme for possible
optimization of boiler operation will also be presented as a very energy effi-
cient and cost effective retrofit for our typical school and.clor schools with
similar heating and ventilation systems.

A. DescriprM of the. "Typical*" School. '

The "typical" school is a single story 20 classroom elementary school with
library, multi-purpose room, teachers lounge, office area and washroom areas.
It is 40,000 square feet in size, lias a roof U value of .0.'15 (R 6.67), an
outside wall .1.1 value of 0.34 (R - 2.94), has 220 ft.2 of window area per
classroom and Operates 178 days out of a 278 day calendar period beginning
immediately after 'Labor Day. The building has infrequent "after hours" use
and such use is confined to the multi-purpose rood.

This "typical" school is heated and ventilated only (no air conditioning)
and employs a single hot water boiler with operating temperature automatically
adjusted from outside temperature from 210°F hot water temperature at 'minimum
outside temperature to 130 °F boiler water temperature at 60 °F outside air
temperature. The boiler is operated from late September until early May.
Boiler_ combustion efficiency is 80Z. Each classroom, and the library, has...a
unit ventilator operating on an ASHRAE CycleII control cycle for occupied

rN periods and cycles intermittently, without outside air, to maintain the unoc
cupied space condition. The multi - purpose room is served by a heating andventilating unit controlled in'the same manner as the unit ventilator. All
other, spaces are 'heated by convectors or convertors with fans (forced flow
co4vectors). The washrooms have powered exhaust fans which operate whehever
the unit ventilators are on their "occupied" .cycle of operation. Domestic hot
water (water for washrooms, etc.) is heated by a separate water heater.

The building is in good repair and the mechanical system is adequately
maintained and adjusted and is operating efficiently.

(61 -45-
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B. Heating Fuel Use Factors

To provide a method to "ball park" the energy saving potential of various

°retrofits "heating ful use factors" (HFU) have been developed as a basis of
comparison.. Table S-1 lists II operating conditions for the system installed
in our "typical" school. For each of tHese 11 operating conditions, two heat-
ing fuel us'e. factors are given. One factor is provided for a "fairly mild"
Climate having a +5 ° F design temperature and 5300 degree days during a "nor-
mal" school heating season. A second "severe" climate (-11°J design tempera-
ture and 7600 degree days in a normal season) heating fuel use factor is also
given for each of the 11 system operating conditins. The accuracy of these
factors when used to predict potential fuel, saving for other schools is
greatly dependent upon how they are applied. These factors assume good effi-
cient operation of systems before and after retrofit and also assume that any
and all retrofits will be effectively implemented.

To use these factors, first pick the clinate.that most nearly approximates
that of your area. Next pick the condition that describes how your system is
presently pperated. Select the fuel use :actor that applies. This is your
base. To figure an approximate percentage of fuel. to be saved by retrofitting
to accomplish other operating conditions, select tne fuel use factor fori any
operating condition listed in Table S-I which has a higher condition number
than that of your existing system operation. Use factors from the clibate
column which is most similar 'to your climate. The approximate percentage of
fuel saved by retrofitting is HFUF ofexisting system minus HFUF of retrofit-

,.
ted sydtep divided by HFUF of existing system. For example, if yourkpresent
system is a condition 3 system and you want to know 'apprOximatery how much you
can save by sretrofiting to a condition 8.system, select the HFUFs for condi-
tions 3 and 8 from the columns for ciinatts closest to yours. (If you Live in
a 7000 degree day climate with -100 F designitemperature, you would use the
values from the 7600 DD columns.) The approximate percentage saved will be

343
'., .132 or 13.2

395

This percentage is applied to your,,,p_istorical energy consumption at your

school, normalized on a degree day basis.

Establishing the historical heating fuel use for your school building can

4 be done with, the three most recent years of actual heating fuel usage (not
necessarily the same as fuel purchased) records. Next you need the heating
degree days of a "normal" year and Tor the three recent years for which you
have actual heating fuel use data. Degree day information for your location
is available from your local utility company or weather bureau. Make sure the
same calendar time period is used for both fuel use and for degree days.
"Normalize" each of the three years fuel use by multiplying the actual fuel
uie tim4s the normal 1egree days for that tire period and divide by the actual
degree days for the sane time period of fuel use data. This gives a "normal-
ized" fuel useage. 'After performing this calculation for all three years, add
the three normalized fuel usage figures and divide by three. This gives a
historical normalized fuel, use figure. It is to this figure that the approxi-
mate percentage savings is, applied.

ti
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TABLE S-1
'

.

% ' MiEATING FUEL USE FACTORS

, +5° delgn -11°F design ,0

5300 deg. days 7600 deg. days

Condition 1 - No*unoccupied cycle
_.

temperature setback J high ventilation
. i .

rate - long occupied cycle

a) Unit vents and ventilation
units operate on a 33 1/3
minimum outside ait occupied
cycle.

b) Unit vents and ventilating 376 457
units operate without Outside
air on the unoccupied cycle
c) Room temperatures maintained
at 7TF at all times.
d) Occupied cycle of 41 hours per
school day.

e) Exhaust fans operate on
occupied cycle only.

/I

taidition 2 - Same as condition l
except the occupied cycle is reduced 360 436
to 7 hoUrs. per school day.

J Condition 3 - Same as condition 1 except
that unoccupied cycle room temperatures 320 395
are set back zo 60'F.

Condition 4 - Same as condition 3 except
that the occupied cycle is reduced to 301 370
7 hours per school day

Conditioh°5 - Same as condition 1 except /
that the occuoied ventilation rate is
reduced to 5 cfm outside air per room 338 406 '

occupant and exhaust systems are re-
balanced to minimum code requirements.

Condition 6 - Same as condition 5.1'xcept

that the occupied cycle is reduced to 7 335 "403
hours per school day

Condition 7 - Same as condition, 5 except
that the unoccupied room temperatures are 287 351
lowered to 60°F

Condition 8 - Same as condition 6 except
that the unoccupied room temperatures 280
are lowered to 60°F.

1

343
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Condition 9 - Same as condition 8 except
that roof insulation, has been' added to

increase R from 6.67 to 20. (redyce U from
0.15 tO 0.05)

,

Condition 10 - Condition 8 with the

213

182.

.

161

309

255

255

addition of a 'boiler optimization panel"
to allow boiler to operate only when its
output Is requtred by the building, to

. utilize more-of the heat generated by the
boiler, to permit ventilation to occur only
during full occupancy 'of building or zone,
etc

Condition 11 - Condition 10 with the. roof
insulation of Condition 9 added

All of the above factors assume that the full fire combusion efficiency
or the boiler is 80% before and al'ter system changes (retrofits} are made and
that any and all system retrofit& will be properly installed, adjusted and/or
calibrated.
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purposes of illustration, as=ium your normal 7000degre day climate
had InirtlY..iune degree day figures of 6300 fur 1976179, 7600 for 1977-78 und
6900 for'1976-77.tyating seasons. Your actual fuel use 'July to June), was
33,00b, 36,000, and 34000 therns for tire san'e years. Normalized fuel consunp-

1978-79

1977-78 -

tion_would be_ ,

33,000 or

or

or

36,667

33,158

34,493

x
6300

7°0°3,000 x
7600

7000
----34,000 x
6900

1970 77

Re n fi0r9414. 34114WPriCalJJ energy use 1 for your school is2

3
or 34,773 therns. (When three year data is unavail-

able a one year no lized existing energy consumption will need to be used.
Obviously this wil tend to a less accurate prediction than a historical fig-
ure based o three yearl'.) Your retrofit from incondition 3 system to a condi-
tion 8 system will save )approximately 13.2.% of the historical normalized
energy consjpption or 4590 therns during a "normal" year.

C. by boiler optimization/

Before explaining the advantages and features of "Boiler Optimization" it
is well to point out that there are wide differences of opinion on how boilers
should be operated. One school of thought is chat boilers should be fixed at
the sjsten maximum design temperature whenever heat is needed., In this
instance, any loweving of the temperature of water supplied to the heating
system should he ac,.omplished by blending the hot boiler water with water
returned from tie system. AnotAer school of thought frowns on this method of
operation because of posSible "thermalshock" to the boiler when water is
returned at a temperature too much lower than the temperature being maintained
in the boiler.

St' 1 another 'pool of thought advocates resetting the temperature main-
tained the boiler to more nearly match load requirements but to a,tempera-
ture no lo r than 160°F (others recommend 140°F and 130aF as minimums). The
reason for limiting the ninimun operating temperature is that when a dewpoinc
temperature occurs on any exposed boiler surface, acids can form which attack
that surface. It is interesting to note that the ASHRAt 1975 Equipment Hand-
book recommends firing an idle boiler to maintain the boiler water at about
100°F' to keep the boiler warn (and the boiler room dry) stating that the fuel
consumed by so doing is a snail cost to Ray for protection from boiler
dererioration.

Still another school of thought cautions against operating boilers
equipped with modulating burners at reduced temperatures but see less danger
in doing,so when boilers are equipped with on-off cdn.trol burners.

*Chapter .26, page 24-8, "Care of Idle Boilers."
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!Lamy well maintained, steel, fire Aube boilers have been operated in a
manner approximating that accomplished by the following description for many
years without adverse effects. In the continuing interest in energy conserve-
tion methods the Energy Efficient Buildings Program at Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory :Al be interested in receiving information regarding any problems
that may be encountered when using "Boiler .Optimization."

-).

.

'lost of htehaetitZete:c.ftllarilyabdullsdilyi: sfir=rotfhertaTiurmlumnd atichgolfo:Ftle
CiMe the actual net load is zero. For example, an area with a design tempera -,
cure of -11° F (design temperature is the basis for sizing a heating s'ystem),
nay have an average heating season temperature in excess of 37° F. Boilers,
even in seveee Climates, need to operate at full capacity only a small part uf(

a heating season.
.

Classrooms in schools receive heat frOm the classroom lightingeand 'motor- t
ized equipment and from the room occupants. When yentilated at normal minimum
code require4eRXs (5 cfm outside air per occupant) classrooms frequently do
not need heat,. after warmup, at outside air temperatures above approximately
35 fo 40 o F, and almost none need heat above 45° F after any required initial
warmup is complete. When heating syst'ems are reset to lower unoccupied cycle
temperatures there is a substantial period of time when no heat is required.
This time period can be the entire unoccupied period for most of the school
year. Vhen a boiler is allowed to maintain hot' water during those times when
Ctfere is no demand for hot 'water", energy is wasted. When a boiler operates .at
partial load (periodic firing) its overall efficiency drops. Oversized
boilers are less efficient than those properly sfzed. Systems which employ a
single boiler must have that boiler-sized for 100% of the maximum load and
consequently it must be operated in an oversized conditionat post times.
Energy conservation measures which reduce the load on the boiler have the
effect of making it even more oversized and thus reduce itk overall operating
efficiency even further unless its operation is optimized.

Boiler operation optimization means alloying the boiler to operate .only
-.when its heat output is needed or expected to be needed in a reasonably short

period of time. Figure S-1 illustrates a boiler operation optimization panel
for the heating system in our "typical" school. The panel has been designed
for a single boiler heating system having an unoccupied period setback control
system employing the unit ventilators as unit heaters (no outside air) during
the unoccupied peelod. The features of this panel are:

\
1. A single 7 day program tine clock establishes a program for the nor-

mal week (a 7 day cycle). It-Is to be sett to provide minimum Warnup
periodg and to set the system to the unoccupied mode at the end of
the full occupancy part of the school day. This is the only device
which requires resetting after power failure or when time base
changes.

2. A single "holiday" override switch keeps the entire system on the
unoccupied cycle for the duration of a holiday period.

3. An tdiustale "«rle repeating" timer is to be adjusted to provide
t ,r a minimur prwiet "warmup" tine per.zofl wt.%n

t.r 1,,.-ip. iature-, are above a preset temperature tapprox.mitely

-
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FIGURE 5-1

BOILER OPERATION OPTIMIZATION PANEL FOR
"TYPICAL" SCHOOL WITH PNEUMATIC DAY NIGHT CONYROLS

Two timpeature trwroostits mterrnistint "night" cycling)
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IEGINEi Pin 1 xi'l ANAT roR. Tio) I, CR OPT 1 m iLAT,JoN ?Aut. .(flell111k S71)

1. TS-1 is a 7-day prog m time switch with 2 normally open (close
for occupied cycle) contacts nd 2 normally closed contacts. Set to Close
normally open contacts approximately 1 1/2 hours before classes start and
open the normally open contacts, when the class day is over. This is the
only device that ne4g-resetting after a power failure or when the time
base changes.

2 . CRT-1 is a cycle repeating timer. Set to open its contact (CRT-1-1)
for approximately 1 1/2 hours after power is applied,to-CRT-1. (This time
period should be ad3usted to suit the warmup period of TS-1.)

3 CRT-A ors a cycle repeating timer. Set to cldsrits contact (APT -2 -1)
for approximately 1 1/2 hours after power_is applied to CRT-2. This time
period can be shortened for better insulated buildings than our typicaLschool
or for schools which have less classroom window area. 4

4 MT-1 is an interval tamer. It will close its contact (MT-1) for the
amount,of.tme set on its dial -- then open. Its purpose 4S to provide a timed
period for "after hours' use of the multi-purpose room.

S MS-1 is a oanual "holiday ovel.ride"switch% Closing this switch
allows TS 1 ft control the occupied- unocccipied switching of the system.
Opening keeps the system on the unoccupied cycle for holidays and
vacation periods..

6 MS-2 is a manual switch Closing MS-2 allows the multi-purpose room
heating and dentilating unit to ventilate during "after hours" use. This
switch Would normally be.clused only when large crowds are present or in warm'
1.rather

4

7 Terminals 1 throu9p.10 interconnect this panel to the pne6atic
control sryAe-mfo-r= the building. Terminals 1, 2, 7 and 8 provide signals for
the classrooms and 1. 4, 5 and 6 provide operating signals for the Man-
purpose room Terminals 9 and 10 are common to both systems.

P 7erminals ll_and - provide a closedetontact forr heating hdt circu-
lating pump operation. Relay R-2 can be procured-with additional contacts for
additiona circulat'ng pumps. The relay contacts may be able to be ordered to
harale ,the full currant .of tilt circulating pump motors or, in the case of larger
pump motors, can be used to pull in magnetic motor starters,

9 Terminals 13 and 14 are wired in series with the boiler open ing
controls Ilelay R -I ein be provided with additional contacts to accOmodate
a second boiler but additional devices rust be provided so that any stand-by,
bnil,erfulfills only a standby function The stand by boiler is not to be
allowed to operate when its capacity is not required by, the system. When-a
boiler 1; in file 'stand by" condition it should be valved Off (preferably
.automatically) so tut no water circulates through it.

or,
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ID. Terminals_15 and 16 - are, connected to a thermostat sensfng true
outside temperature. It should be set tO'close its contact at about 44 F
(open at 46°F) In buildings with betterTintAation or less window area
than Our ty ical school, these settinos sitcourd be lowered until discomfort
octurs on t Ose days with outside air temperatures slightly above the
thermostat Ulric. AO

4#1. Terminals 17and_113 are connected 'to a thermostat located. i the
"coldest" Foorrilela'isrsoe-m or multi- purpose room) This thermostat wil
close its contact below 50`F and open its contact above 52"F

12. Terminals 19. and 20 are connected to a thermostat sensing true
outside air- temperature. "fhi\ thermostSt is adjusted to close its c tact
below 32"F and open at 31 F

13 Ferminats 21 and 22 are connectedt6 a thermostat sensing the water
temperature at tileedutTef:Ortthe boiler. It 'is adjusted to close its contacts
at 105 F (open at 100'F). .

\

14 Terminals 23 and 34 are connected to a thermostat in the colde,s4
room (classroom or multi- purpose room). It is adjusted to close its cotStact
at 67g (open at 68'F°

15 iierminals_25 and 26 are connected to a thermostat sensing true
outsi ajrateMPerItire This thermostat Is adjusted to close its contact at
59°F (ppen at 61 F)

'16 Terminals 27 and 28 may be connected to a thermostat sensrng boiler
room temperature This therthostat would close its contact at 115"F (open at
60"F) (This feature. is used only irrWery severe climates where the combustion
air. intakes ,to the boiler room are not equipped' with automatic dampers. Its
purposeris to prevent the possible freezing of exposed domestic water line?!
ett , during periods of boiler shutdown in severely cold we&ther In amilder
climates-, or when boiler room combustion air intakes have automatic dampers,

'

these termtnals,are not used.) \

17 / Terminals 29 and 30 are connected to a thermostat sensing boiler
water temperaturiligirs can be the existing "operating aquastat" on most
boilers if it is totally disconnectid rom its existing wiriftg and connected
to terminatk 29 and 30 The wires originally connected to the operating
aquastat should be spliced toTether having the outside reset control and the
_high limit aquastat in control of the burned' The temperature setting for the
thermostat attached to 29 and 30 should be'clost contact at 140°F (ope t
10(7).

18 Relays R-1 has 3,.or more, normally open contacts.. R-2 has 1, or .

moor; hominy open contact R-3 has 2 normally open. 3-normally closed
contacts R-4 has 3 nOrm4lly open contacts. R-5 has 1 normally open, 1.
normally closed contact. R-6'has 2,normally optn, I normally cUsed contact.
Rr7 has 3 normally open Contacts, 12,8 Was 2 normally open contacts

, .

, .

\
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20. General Thisedepiction of a "Boiler Operation Optimization Control
Panel" and that of the "probable" pneumatic control systet are diagrammatic
and art presented to explain a concept. There are duly schipls with systems
that have.control systems essentially identical to our "probable" system which
can use our "optimization" panel with little or no tailoring.

Ibe boiler panel has been shown'as totally line voltage (115 Volt) to. 1

illustrate,function.' except for relay contacts for boiler and pumps, it cam,
also be totally low voltage Pv)provided panel and field devices are prroperly
ordered for that service. Combinations of the two (line voltage - low voltage)
are possible with the use of transformers and transformer relays. Again care
must be exercised to insure that panel an'j,,ield devices are compatible.

Itis,kpossible that the offiees within a school may be uncomfortably
cool when boiler optimizatiop is accomplished. Reducing the heft loss from
th6se spaces by adding storm windows, etc , may eliminate the problem. When

et additional heat is required, small electric resistance heating.units (1000
to 1500 watts) can be used to provide comfort during occupied hours. Portable
units can'be used'unless prohibited by local fire codes. In any event these
units, portable-or permanent, shouldibe disabled when the room lights are off

a
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45° F) lout below approximately 60° r or when a key "cold' room iy 6-

67.) F.

4. An adjustable "cycle repeating timer" .is to be adjusted to insure
d that Oentilation is permitted only during actual occupied hours:

5. Provision for boiler shutdown after a warmup cycle has been accom-
plished on the occupied cycle when outside air temperature is above
approximately 450 F. The heating hot water circulating pumps con-
tinue operation(untll the boiler water-temperature is reduced to 100
F.-

b. Provision for boiler shutdown anytime the systemt is indexed frog-
occupied temperatures to unoccupied temperatures unt41 the tempera-

, ture of the "coldest" room in the building drops to 50° F, at which
tine the bipiler is restarted and operates i taro an unoccupied
cyile'boiler water temperatture of approximatel 00F.

c

7. If the water in Ahe boiler is hot a,t the time the system is indexed
to unoccupied mode, the thermostats in tkie spaces remain at occupied
teppetature, ventilation is discontinued And the hot water circulat-
ing pumps continue to operate until the heat in ..ttIe boiIer'is util-
ized (boiler water temperature drops to IOC° F), at which tine the
space thermostats are reset to their unoccupied temperature of 6041 F.
This provides a minimal' cost comfort period extension in cold '
weather.

4
8. The fan matstrs of the uiiit ventilators and ventilating units are not

permitted to operate on the unoccupie0 cycle when there is no usable
heat available (boiler water temperature below 1000 F).

9. Hot water circulating pumps operate whenever tilers is usable heat in
the boiler and anytime the outside air temperature is below 32° F as
a.precau.tion against freezing of coils. (Note that all other freeze
protection safeguards such as tight closing dampers and air free
heating hot wayer must always be employed.)

10. A single internal timer presets an "after hours'. use time for the
multi-purpose room. is permits heating the multi- purpose roop,dur-
ing unoccupied period .' When ttor outside air temperature is \below
about 45° F, the boiler is operated for a time period equal to that
of morning warmup. 1

A manual "yen1ilation" switch for the multi-purpose room enables cr*disables the ventilation cycle of the multi-purpose room unit during
the'lifter hours" use.of that area as preset on the internal timer of-
item 10 above.

Figure 5-2 illustrates how this panel ties in to a standard pneumad4ccon-
trol system. It also includes the modificatins which must be made eo that
system. A Adaptations and modifications are necessary for applications to dif-
ferent types of systems, These figures are supplied to illustrate a concept.
Systems'with standby boilers, etc., will need to add standby provisions. The
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FIGURE' S -?

PROBABLE EXISTING CONTROL SYSTEM.-- WITH BOILER
OPTIMIZATION PANEL OPTION MODIFICATION ADDEO
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standby boileh should be locked out of the operational cycle and isolated iTom
41,

a water circulation standpoint except when the need for standby operation
exists. The standby provision should accommodate switching the lead boiler.

D. How Do I Determine If alikrofit Is Cost-Effective?

First we must define cost effect+ve. This program initially defined "cost
effective" 'as recovering the investment, with interest adjustment, within 12.
years, assuming thttenergy costs escalate at a rate of 10%/year. Energy
posts have certainly been increasing at least that amount. No ones certain
what the futuie will bring,.but perhaps theoriginal definition of cost effec-
tive is still valid, if conservative, provided ,the interest adjustment is b,!:
or greater.

011116A

To state it more simply, we want to insure that we will save enough in 12

years, assumiog energy costs increase 10% each year, to more than reimburse us.
for the money spent to retrofitto accomplish that saving, asslohg that we
Lan borrow at 6% interest. If we make the assumption that we need to borrow
the money one year,before heating fuel savings begin, each dollar we'II save
in fuel is multiplied by 18.531 to determine the total dollar value of all
fuel saved in the 12 year period. Likewise, each dollar borrowed no;.4 to
accomplish the retrofit is multiplied by 2.012 (or 2.518 if your interest rate
is 8%) to determine the total cost at the end cl 12 years.

Another way to use these factors is to determine what amount you can
afford to spend to have a -break even point at the end of 12 years, given the
amount you expect to save by implevnting the retrofit. In our previous exam-
ple we estimated that 4590 therms would be saved by retrofitting a given
assumed system from condition 3 to condition . Assuming that this school
uses natural gas and pays $0.30/therm for fuel, the estimated dollars saved
the first year are $1377.00. For break even at the end of l'2 years, given the
parameters stated previously, we could spend as much as

$1377.00 x 18.531
2.012
.

or $12,662.50. To accomplish this reroft will not require' nearly that
amount. It can.....ortbably be done for under $1,900-.00 provided th4 basic system
is in iood op hiring condition. Ilespating, in this Instance, it will probably
cost less than' $1000 x 2.012, or $2,0124to save an approximate $1377.00 x
13.531 of $25,517.13 over a 12 year period. The change to condition 8 opera-
tion is definitely a good investment for this school.

6
Adding roof insulation (increasilLR from 6.67 to 20) to a conditior42

system makes It a eoddition 2.4ste . If one were to retrofit a condltiorin
school to a condition 9, approximately ' * is

Or 21.8% of a

$0.30/therm,
tion of "cost
of

395 - 309
.218

,395

"norriaI7 year's heating fuel can be saved. In dollars, at
this is 34,773 x .218 x .30 $2274.15. Using the same defini-
effective" as above, this savings would Justify an expenditure

$

$2274.15 18.531
2.012

/
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or $20,949.46. Sin'cetabPut $1900.00 of that amount would be used to bring the
condition 3'systen into compliance with condition 8 this leaves approximatele
$20,0Q0.00 fur the roof insulation It is questionable that 40,000 ft.2 of roof
can be insulated iron R-6.67 th R-20 for that amount. It should also be
pointed out that less than half of the total savings here was brought about by
the insulation 9self.

The same condition 3 school can be retrofitted to a condition l0school at
an estimated cost of, under $1,500.00. Condition 10 incorporates all of the
features of condition 8 and adds a boiler optimization panel. This retrofit,
4n total, would save an estimated

195 -,255
354

395

or 35.4% of normal year i fuel if properly implemented. In dollars, for the
school in these examples, this is 14,723 x .354 x 0.30 $3692.89,and justi-
fies an investment of

$39692.89 x
2.012

1

or $34,012.42 using the above definition of "cost effec tive." About 372 of the
total savings produced by this retrofit were accomplished by the modifications
to bring the system 'to the condition 8 level (a part of condition 10), but
the balance produce by boil& optimization, $2315.83, by itself justifies ant
investment of $21,32 .90, almost three times its estimated cost.

Condition 11 adds roof insulation, to accompligh R-20, to all of the
features of condition 10 (reduced outside air; reduced hours of high tempera-re
cure, vektilating occupied conditions; and boiler operation optimization). It
assumes that all necessary adjustments have been made to this panel to take
advantage of the reduced heat loss flora the building (shorter warmup hours,
occupied period boiler shutdown at lower outside temperatbre, etc.). If our
condition 3 school is retrofitted properly to a condition 11 system, the
approximate savings are 4

395 - 225
395

or .43' or 43%. This is $4585.72/year andliojustifies an investment of
1 $43,314.52. If $7500.00 is spent on the ndn-Insulation portion of the retro-a
fits, $35,815 is available to pay for the roof insulation. If re-roofing is
imminent, this amount may pay the cost of insulation. If so, the overall
modification is "'cost effective," by our definitioh, even that'll; the highest
cost portion of the total modification (insulation) does not, in this
instance, quallfy as cost-effective by itself.

ES How Do I Apply the "Heating Fuel Use Factor" to Other School Buil ngsi

The factors can be appllipd, with some degree of accuracy, to any milarly
constructed single story school (window areas, U values) of substanti

'which is heajed and veneilaced only (non-air conditioned),.ilocated in climates
of 4500 to 8000 degree days and which uses a central heating boiler -- steam
or hot water. Judgment must be used when applying them to dissimilar struc-
tures .e., roof insulation would save a smaller percentage of energy'in a
mul -story school.



.It should be remembered that, fin all cases, these factors are an approxi-
mate measure of heating fuel use, are presentdd, as interim guidelines only,
to assist-InEnergy conservation calculations. The accuracy of these factors
depends upon proper and complete implementation of any or all retrofits tp a
system which is in good, efficient operating condition.
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Part VII:

§FECIFYING YOUR RETROFITS

A. A specification should include a complete and comprehensive descripeion of
all work to be performed for, and the performance expected from, each
retrofit. Include:

1. Combustion efficiency required as the result of any "improved"
boiler /burger (or furnace) efficiency retrofit.

a) Require that a test for certification of ponpliance be performed
in the presence of your authorized representative and that a for-
mal report of the rehillts of this 'test be providee,for your
records. 5 . v

b) Require complete operation, maintenance and adjustment instruc-
tions and wiring diagrams.

2. Complete functional description of any control system change or ' addi-
tion, reconditioning or calibration.

ft

a) Require complete "as built" control diagrams for the entire con-
trol system as modified and installed. Diagrams to include all
setpoints for controllers, reset ranges for all reset controllers,
and operational ranges of all controlled devices.

0 Require a maintenance and calibration procedure manual.

c) !Require a fetill inspection tour with your aahorizilk representa-
tive which inclbdes an operational demonstration of satisfactory
completion.

4. A definition pl the warranty requirements and any required inspections
during warranty period.

%ft

76
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. Part VIII:

INSURING THAT YOU RECEIVE VALUE FQROUR EXPENDITURE.

A. Select Rqput ble Contractors.

B. Use Quality Eql4ipment.

C. Withhold a sufficient percentage of total payment due to insure satisfac-
tory c4;ppletion. Release when you are certain that:

1. Your authorlyee-refresentative has inspected every detail of the work
and has totally satisfied himself that all requirements and prOvisions
of the specification have been thoroughly complied with. Only your
own diligent efforts will insure satisfactory completion of your
energy conservation retrofits.

ss.
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The prOject, SavIng S,.:huolhouse Ehev.4y, W33 initilted to demonstrate the
desirability of modifying buiii.ngs to achiee energy conservation, and
to develop.guidelines by -,0-ich school admirlstrators could identify the most
Cost-effective energy,?conse-ving opportunities in their buildIngs.

0

it shodld be stressed that the emphasil in this study is on cost- effective
capital investments for energy conservation In this type of study the
recommended capital investments snould not be implemehted without first
undertaking a,comprehensive operational and maintenance program. This implies
that sound energy managemen' procedures, such 38 appropriate scheduling,
periodic inspections, and routine maintenance are a continuing function. It
further assumes that the human element--all building personnel and
students - -is cooperative and appreciative' or the intent of the function
desired.

4/The prOject ys design 1 in five phases. ;1) site selection and
engineering analyses to identify and recommehd cost-effective energy
conserving dpportuflittes, '2 architectural and design work; (3) installation,
construction, or mr>dtfications to implement recommendations; (4) monitoring

;la - post -,modification _energy uselto verify the projected energy savings, and t5)
dissemination of the findings

This 'ublication summarizes the ?RELIMINARY results of Phase 1. The
Federal Energy Administrat;',11, which funded this phase, is in the process of
approving the final reports. , a

PHASE 1 -- MAN4GEMENT summares

PUBLIC SCHOOL ENER0f CONSfRVATION 'MEASURES; REPORTS #1-10

A thorough and comprehensive engineering analysis of ten representative
'- elementary schools across the nation was undertaken tc,.identify cost-effeCtive
energy conserving opportunities. The reports of these studies are designed to
provide school administrators, engineersqconitects, and associated technical
personnel with indicators of potential energy'savers in similar buildings.
Thp following information-is a brief compilation of these findings and
abbreviated management summaries of tnese ten reports.

The demonstration sites selected were constructed between 1925 and 1973, ..-

they were multi-level and single-story, and varied from double-loaded
.corridors to pod andlopen space sthools,,and they were widely dispersed
geographically (Figure 1). Six of thezchools used natural gas as a fuel
source; two used oil; and two ti ad gas /o.. option. Fuel costsiat the time

'Federal Energy Administration Contract No. CR-04-60711-00. The views and
conclusions contained in this summary and in the engineering reports are

,those of the authors, and should not bi?: interpreted as necessarily
reprelen ng t r Official lioliciAs of the U.S. Government.

s
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FIGURE 1. DEMONSTRATION SITES

Kennewick, VA UNITED STATES CLIMATE ZONES

Lincoln, NE toux Falls, SD
,

,-

Stevens, Point,, WI

...

Columbus, 011

Warwick, RI

Glen Rock, NJ
Langhorne, PA

Hindman, KY

IR

HEATING DEGREE DAYS
I

ZONE 1 OVER 9.000 DEGREE DAYS
ZONE 2 6.0)3 9.000 DEGREE DAYS
ZONE 3 3.0X1- 6.003 DEGREE DAYS 4/

H0

ZONE 4 - UNDER 3,030 DEGREE DAYS
. i

I
Lubbock., TX
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studied ranged from $1.13/MCF to $3.36/MCF for natural gas and was .

approximately $0.34/gal for nil. All schools were heated, two used unit air
conditioners, and one had central air conditioning. All ten schools operated
on a standard school year._ . .

.'

test-effective energy conserving opportunities have been recommended for

implementation at all sites. "Cost-effective" is defined as recovering the
cpst of investment within 12 years from the predicted energy. savings.
Calculations are based on current, fpel costs with 10 percent per annum
escalation adjuste for interest rates. By using the rather conservative
12-year payback p eiol,'the recommendations higalight the most cost-effective

' ECO's that shoul first be considered by school administrators -- remembering

that school dist cts generally have very limited capital funds and must seek .
the most advantageousway to spend those funds.

.
.

.....0

Preliminary resultS shay recommendations vary in cost by sitefrom $1,000
to $80,425 with a mean recommended expenditure of $25,323. Preliminary '

projections suggest these expenditures 4111 reduce energy consumption an
average of 50 per cent across all ten sites. While modifications to th
building envelope represent a significant portion of the total recommend d

expen tures, the most -frequent recommendations were to adjust controls and to
reduce side air intake. Generally, they had the quickest recover rate as

well. Table 1 gives an overview of recommendations with assodiated apital

cost estimates and recovery rates by site. Table 2 Indicates the spe fic

recommendations and esti:IV...cost by site.

The recommendations made are for existing buil dings with the
characteristics as described,, They offer guidelines for analyzing buildings
with similar characteristics. However, suggested energy conserving
opportunities must be weighed in terms of the fuel used, its cost and
associated savings, as well as capital expenditure considerations. While it
is not the primary intent of this report to address new construction concerns,
the findings do have implicatiOns for such work.

be noted that, in a free market, availabiArity is reflected
fuels have not had such a history. As long as fuel costs.
any' way.regulated,coactual fuel availability may Enanscend
characteristics of a modification.

per'
. ,

As soon as the phase 1 engineering reports hav e been approved by the
Federal Energy Administration they will be available at cost. An order blank

is attached to this summary for your convenience. Inquiries related to the
study shoulchbe addressed to:

It'should also
in cost. However,

or supplies are in
the cost-effective

C

Dr. Shirley J. Hansen, Director

Saving SchOolhouse Energy
RASA
1801 Hay.Moore St.
Arlington, VA 22209

or to,AASA's consulting-engineer.:

JCox Associates
Ohglneers-Consultants
2U5 West Maple Avenue
Vienna; VA 22180

following the summary tables is a brief description of each school and
more details on the energy conserving opportunities.(ECOs) recommended. Also
noted are tC0s, studied but not recommende 4, at current fuel rates. As the
cost of fuel exceeds the rate used in the calculations, such ECOs may become
cose-effective and should be reviewed. Any reconsideration should not view
adjusted energy and dollar savings in isolation, materials, labor, interest
.rates, etc. must also be assessed.

.
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DEMONSTRATION6SiTE N0.1: Harold C.. Scott Elementary Sphool

It Warwick, Rhode ',land lk

Building Characteristics_:

1965 singlestory p6d or modified open space school -- 27,610 sq.ft. with
library, multipurpoe,:and administration areas. Walls are 4" face brick,
loose insulation, and,concreteblock with approximately 22% single paneglass. Roof has 2 1/2" insalrock supported by steel beams.

The building n heated by natneal'draft gas-tired boilers. Unit
'Ilt° ventilators are in all clasirooms4 library, and multipurpose area.

Convectors, radiators; and cabinet heaters are used in offices, oilets, and
,corridors. Gas consumption averages (85 MBTU/sq.ft.)

Illumination is prim4rtSy fluorescent. KWHitsq.ft. for all electrical
demands averages 3

dr,

400 students, K-6; 25 staff. , SchooMay:. 9:00 a.m.-3:00 pwd. Schoolyealq early'September-late,June.
#

Total,. Annual Enei'gy Consumption: 89.6 MBIU1sq.ft. @ 5550 Deg. Days.- .

Energy Conserving Recommendations:

Rebalance unit ventilators to reduce outside air
500 cfm to 250 cfm (R.I. code 10 cfm /stu)
Estimated cost: $6,000. Recovery Rate: less than 5 yrs.
Revise occupied/unoccupied`cycle - from 4:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. ,to`
8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.mr; override for night use
Estimatpd cost::$6.00. Recover, Rate: immediate. 115.ojected
savings 1st year:31,535.,,
Replace gas-firedboilers with oir-fired boilers
stimated cost: $19,500.. Recovery rate:. 9 years

' 4 d roof insulation during re-roofing
Coltstimated Cost: $17,300. Recovery rate: '7 yearsj

.

All t'ecommendations: $42,800 (esA Recovery,: 7 years. I.

.
, .ECOs not recommended warranting future review: 'double glazing all' windows
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DEMONSTRATION SITE NO. P' Centrdl Elementary School

Slen Roc<, New .2ersey
A I

Building CnaractristiPl

Constructed 1925, 2 levels; 1939, one level addition similar
construction. 45,384., ft. Wall is 4" face brick, 2" air, 8" concrete
block with plaster interior finish with 35% glass, double hung single
pane Roof is bu.:lt up roofing over plydood deck; 3' drop in interior
ceiling finished witn 'plaster board or acoustical tile.

.

1958 addition Is single level. Wall is 4 "face brick on 8" concrete
block witn 60% single pane casements. Roof is built up over wood
sheath with air space, :;" insulation andoustical tile on interior
surfac

Heated by '2' _925 oil -fired low steam-boilers (converted from
coal) Unit ventilators and radiators in classrodms and auditorium. One
Rupp for or.g.nal structtre and first addition; secon4 pump for '58
addi"tion controlled marually., Fuel. ,,:onsumption averages 0.94

MBTUAsq ft.)

Illuinatiin .s pr_martly fluorescent. KWH/sq.ft. for all electrical
demands averages 3.5.

*

.

300 Students, K-6; 30 staff (includes district administration
personnel). School day 9:00 a.m.-3:00'p.m.; staff 8:60 a.m. to .

6:00 p.m. School year: early September-late June. 15 adults 8:00 '

a.m.-6:00 p.m. in July. Vacated in August.

Total Annual Energy Consumption: 158 XBTU/sq.ft. @ 4590 beg. Days 4
Energy Conserving Recommendations:

p Reduce outside air
500 cfm to 175,nfm esta e code)

Estimated cost: $5,000. Recovery rate: 5 years
Replace bolker with modular hot water boilers
EstimAed cost: $20,000. Rdovery rate: 6 years.
Redpe thermostat settings: 70 F to 68 F

: EstiLate4/cost: $9.00 (maintenance)`. Recovery rate:
immetate. Estimated savings 1st year: $565.00

. Insta motor operated damper to close louvers and roof
,

vehtl'ators in audito-ium
Estimated cost 31,350. Recovery rate. 2 ygars.
Install roof insulation: b,lankeetype in existing 3'
airspace, Estimated- cost: $7,200. Recovery. rate: 7 yeari.
Infiltration reductions:

--weather stripping windows and doors
- -automatic damper at roof ventilator
Estimated cost: $6,000. Recovery rate: 6 years.

41.

A

-a. 4
I

st

4 .1

All recoM*dations: $39,550 (est.). Recovery rate: 6 years

tars not redommenied warranting-future review: institute warm-up
le with Ipmpers closed

4

tt



DEMONSTRATION SITE NO. 3: Samuel thritt Elementary School
Langhorne, Pennsylvania

Building Characteristics:

Construdied 1954 with two additions (1958;.'1967);,all have similar'Structure. 49,3 4 sq.fe. Walls are 4" fade brick, air, space, and.8"concrete blk w h approximately 45% glass in single pane casements. Ithas a built-bp r (.over 3 1/2" Insulrock supported bilLexposdd steelbear

Heated by (2) oil-fired hot water boilers. There is a 5.5 ton airconditioning unitlor office area controlled by a 7 day' time clock andtwo manually controllA window air conditioners for the library. Unitventilators and radiators are used throughout the building.' Fuelconsumption .68 gals/sq.ft. (93.8 MBTU/sq.ft.),

Illumination is primarily fluorescent. KWB/sq.ft. or all electricaldemand averages 3.27.

F
41. et...."."'

Everitt has 559 student.-5---Sohool-day: 9.00 a..m. to 3fOU p.er.- L,. School. year: _early September to Mid-June. Used five nights er yeek and .the office all' summer. '
,

- -,
.

,

.To tal Annual Energy Consumption: '108.9 MBTU/sq.ft. e 4590 Deg. Days.
2 ..

A , 6.
4

.
.

Energy Conser /ing Recommendatioris:
m.

a

Reduce outside'air intake
500 cf to 175 cfm (state req,)
Estimated cost: $1,200. Recovery 'rate: 2 years.
Replace boilers with modular hot water bogers
Estimated,gost: $20,000. Recovery rate:, 11 years:)

All recomendattons: $41,a0 (est.). Recovery rate:. 7 years

PiECOs not reco mmeided warranting future review. double pane glais,and/or panel over cl arstory glass.
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DEMONSTRATION'SITE NO. 4: Hindmanclemptary Schoo,1
Hindmantentucky

Constructed in 1957 with addition of similar st upture in 19661
Wall's are 4" face brick, 2" air,sAace, and 4" concr to block with 49%
glass of 1/8P plate glass with aluminum frame. Th roof is 1 1/2" rigid
insulation, air space, and 2 3/4rblanket fibergla s on steel deck.
Total area is 32,338 sq.ft.

.

Hindman is heated by a gas-fired cast iron sectional boiler with
'forced hot water circulating through convectors. Four sections were
added in 1966 to accomodate addition. Classrooms do not have
thermsotats. Building is controlled by zone of exposure. Annual fuel

..,

'consumption .8CCF/sq.ft. (80 MBTU/sq.ft.). ,

Illumination is primarily Ihoreacent with level at approximately 60
foot-candles. Annual electrical consumption 2.58 KWH /sq.ft. .0

. 611 students, 11-7, and 32 staff/occupy building from 6:30,a.m. to
3:30 p.m. 186 days, mid-August to mid-May.

se
, e

Total Anntal Fuel Consumption: 88.4 MBTU/sq.ft. @ 3320 Deg. Days.

Energy Conserving Recopmendaqons:
-- -.....

Increase boiler efficiency to 80%, reduce outside air, and orepair zone control
.

I. -- clean, adjust boiler; establish appropriate controls
r

-:set unit ventilators for reduced outsiile air; close dampers on."
night set back , t

*repair and cprrect zone thermostats and 3-way vales
Estimated'cost: $8,659. Recovery rate: 5 years.

-,Reduce glass by 60%.
Estimated cost: $5,600. Recovery rate: 7 years. 1

14 1

\

All recommendations: $13,659 (est.). Recovery rate: 6.3 ye;rs

1
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DEMASTRATION SUE N3. 5: FaIrmoor Elementary
C01:1=b413,1t0hi0

\y/

Original structure build In 1949 was 23,500 sq.ft. on'.3 levels. The
walls are 4" brick face on 8" concrete black with 28% glass, N./S facing.
Roof was rehabilitated 3 years ago with 2 1/2" insulating board on steel
dgck.

(-

A 19,200 sq.ft, addition was added in 1955 bringing total square
footage to 43,765 sq.ft. The addition is a single level. The walls are
4" brick Face on 12" concrete bl*Ock with '58% glass, E/W facing. `The
addition roof consists of built up roofing on 2 1/2" Tectum panels with
no ceilings.

Fair:moor Is heated by 2 gas-fired boilers converted from coal. There
are unit ventilators in all classrooms -- steam in or {gtnal section, hot
wa er in addition. .Therms/sq.ft: averages 1.5. (150 MBTU/sq.ft.).

Illumination Is primarily fluorescent with mercury vapor and
i

incandescent in multipurpose room. Electricity demand is 3.56 KKR /sq.ft.. ,

.

475 students, K-6 and 30 gtaff occupy the,butlding 8:45 a.m. to 3:15
p.m. from early September to Mid-June.

Total Annual Energy'Consmption:s180.6 MBTU/sq.rt..e 5280 Deg. Days.

Energy Conserving Recommendations:

aaaa MO ,

Shut .down unit ventilators in unoccupied summer months
Estimdted cost $0.00. Recovery rate: immediate ($844 1
yed-'

. Improve bo.ler efficiency
- -replace burners
- :reduce flue size

- -Irstall boiler controls to fire on demand
Est.mateo cost: .0,000. Recovery rates 4 years.

t Nignt set back
- -install time z dk to shut unit ventilators, co se Aampers,
stop exhaust fin's '

Estimated cost: $8,500'. Recovery rate: 3 years.
Adjust uhit'ventilators to reduce outside air intake
--alr balance; upgrade controls
Estimated cost: $7,200. ,Recovery- rate: under 4 yea rs.

/

0
All. recommendations: $25,703 ',est.). Recovery rate: under 3 years

ECOs not,recommended.warranting future review: double,glAzing,
in,qatilledditian roof, edd double'doors, or reduce glass.

I' # #

)
.
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DIEMONSTRA TION SITE HO% 6: P. F. Brown

Lubbock, Texas

Original 1949'Aructure and 1950 addition comprisd 2 5,1258 sq.ft:
single level. Of similar construction - walls are 4" face brick on 8"
structural tile with interior plastered with 16.5% glass, N/S facing.
Roof is 3" concrete deck, ceiAing plastered.

1956 addition brought total footage to 36,802 sq.ft. This addition
is essentially the same with the exception or acoustical board on ceilidg
and the double hung windows have an E/W orientation.

P. F. Brown has one gairfired, fire tube, low pressure steam boiler.
are no unit /entilators. Outside air by infiltration,only. Gas

consumption averages 0.91 MCF/sq.ft. (91 M44TUisq.ft.).

Illumination is primarily f rescent. Tota] eledtrical demand
averages 2.185 KWH/sq.ft

if
. . .

.

-388 students, K-6, and 48 staff occupy the building 8:00 a.m. to 3:00
p.m. late August thrOugh May." 4. .

,

Total Annual Energy Consumption 102.5 MB7U/sq.ft. @ 3150 Deg. Days.

Energy Conserving Recommendations:

Update and improve controls
4

S Estimatedcost: $1,000. RecovtrY rate: 1.5.years

ECOs not 'reap:aended warranting future reveiw: increase eficiercy
or heating plant.

.

Adding roof insulation, replacing glass.blocks, and contracting
weather stripping all had recovery rates over'50 years.

so 1

1

9 hej
0
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DEMONSTRATION SITE NO. Eastridge Elementary School
Lincoln, Nebraska

,

Constructed in 1954 and added In '955, Eastri,dge has essentially thesame structure Walls are 4" brick on 4" cavity -block with 4" face brick,veneer: Glass is single
pane clear.and frosted above, 271 of weal:withpredo4nance N/S facing. Roof is bUilt up tar and gravel on 3 1/2 "cedardeck, 3/4" acoustical ti1 ceiling.

6
Eastridge_is heated by gas/oil fired hot water boiler s. It has hotwater baseboard radliators.a d hot water central air\handling Units:

'Annual fuel consumption: .71 CCF/sq.ft. (71 MBTU/scl.ft.).to

Illumination is fluorescent.
Annual Plectric 1.7 KWH/51.ft.

300 ;tuerits, K-6, occupy the'building from 8:40 a.rri. to 2:40 p.m.;25(staff members from 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. for 178 days each

Total Annual Enligy Consumption. MBTU/si.ft. @ 6040 Deg'. Days.

Energy Conserving Recommendations:

Resetting and rebalancing air handling unit, Es:imated cost: $2,000. Recovery rate: 4years
Night Set back for baseboard radiatipri

-$181-000. Recovery rate: 8,years.

Estimated cost: $10,000. Recovery rate: 6 years

Neal

4p3 -eccr warrantinf fiture review: add roof insulation,reduce glass by 17%, .or add exterior wall insulation.431/4.

4

4

# 4,

,
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DEMOOTRATION SITE NO. 8_ Garfield. Elementary School

Sioux Falls, South Dakota

Constructed in 1952 and added to in 1958- for a total of 33,700 sq.ft.
Garfield has twa levels. Walls are 4" face bnick on 8" concrete block
with about 30% glass. ...Of this glass area, 70% is glass block and the ,

remainder is 'plate. The roof is 4 ply pitch and felt, 2" Semi-rigid
insulation, and 1 1/2" metal deck.

A

1 Garfield is heated by 2 gas/bil fired hot water boilers. Hot water
bapeboards and hot ;rater cqntral air handling units handle the heating

.,and ventilating requirements. Annual fuel consumption: 94 CCF/sq.ft.
(94 WPRoci ft.-)

Illupination is primarily fluorescent. Annual'electric usage 3.08
KWH/sq.ft. .

S00 students, K-6, occupy'. the building 8:30 a.m..to 3:15 p.m.; 26
and,8 part tl.me staff are there from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. for

180 Bays per year.
.

Total Annual Energy Consumption: 109.7 MBTU/sq.ft. @ 7860 Deg. Days.

Energy Conserving Recommendations:

code (5 cfm)Reduce outs de air to minimum
Estimated ost: $3,000. Recovery rate! 3 years
Night 'set ack system .

Estimated cost: '$8,000. Recovery rate: 8
Improve boiler efficiently

Estimated. cost: $9,000. Recovery rate: 12 years

All recommendations:- $20,000 (est.), Recovery rate: 8 years

ECOs not recommended warranting tdture revi'w: add ro'bf Insulation,;.
add exterior wall inbulationf or.ieduction'orgiass.

14
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DEMONSTRATION SIZE NO. Plover Whiting Elementary School
Stevens Point, Wisconsin

Plover Whiting Is an open space school of 44,000 sq.ft. constructed
in 1973. It has three distinct wall types.: () 3/8" diagonal wood
siding, I" rigid insulation, 3/4" air space, and 8" concrete block; (2)
as "1" with 12" concrete block-around-gym; and (3) 3/8" wood siding, 3/8"
gypsum sheathing, 2" air Space, 3 1/2" batt insulation on 6"'stud wall
with 5/8" GWB on interior. Glass averages 6.9%. Roof is built up, I
1/2" rigid insulation, 1 1/2" metal deck, and 3/4" acoustical ceiling
tile.

Plover Whiting is heated/cooled by 2 forced draft.gas-fired, boiler
and 120 ton reciprocating chiller with air cooled condensing. Classooms
and multi-purpose are heated, ventilated and air conditioned by 3 centra
air handling units. Uses,average therms/sq.ft. (90 MBTU /sq.ft.)..

N

Illumination is primarily fluorescent. Electrical load'demand is..
approximately 10%5 KWH/sq..ft.

472 'Students, K-6, and 28 staff occupy the building from 9:00 a.m. to ----j*
, 3:30 p.m. for approximately 180 days, late August to mid-June. .

( Total Annual Energy Consumption: 132 MBTUtsq.ft. 7590 deg. DAjs.
r 1

Energy Congerving Recommendations:

Improve air conditibning usage schedule;
Estimated cost: $0.00. Recovery rote: immediate ($2,934 1st
yea-)

Improve indoor lighting usage schedule - a.
Estimated cost: $0.00. ,Recoveryrate: immedlate ($3,214 1st
year)

A.ir temperature reset mixed and sdpply
Estimated cost: $900. Recovery rate: 6 years
Reduce outside air intake to minimum code (5 cfm/person)
--rebalance outside, -return, and exhaust dampers.
Estimated cost: $3,000. Recovery rate: 3 years

Its
0

ECOs not rec9mmendedfwarranting future review: add roof lasulation
and/or add Wall insulation.

1110

All recommendatitns: $3,900 (eat.),
Recovery rate (investments only) 27-rears. Al

'all ^ecommendations: 8 months.'

4
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DEMONSTRATIOM SITE NO. 10 Washington Elementary School
Kennewick, Washington

Washington is asingle level structur built in 1957 with no

;
addition.' The three wing louble loaded c rridors has a total area of
40,124 sq.ft. Walls are precast panels an 3/4" rigid insulation with-
50% glass (1/4" plate). he- rqof is built up roofing with 2" rigid
insulation on steel deck with 2% Sky-light

Heating is by a gas-fi,"ed induced drat steel boiler. Distribution
is on 3 zones with unit ventilators in ela rooms, -multipurpose, and
administrative areas Consumption averages .87 therms/sq.ft. (86.9
MRTU/sq.ft.)

Illumination i& incandescent throughout. Total electrical demand
approximately 6.14 KWH/sq.ft.

503 students, K-6, occupy the building 9;00 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. and the
staff from 8:00 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. from early September to mid-dune.

Total Annual Energy Consumption: 107.8 MBTU/sq.ft. 54P0 Deg. Days.
4

Energy Conserving Recommendations:

ftMechanical adjustmnts and maintenance
- -bring outsidt air up to code (5 cfm)
- -bring 'kw, filters, cdi1 10, fan motors, and damper rinkages to
maximum efficiency
- -calibrate and reduce thermostat settings
- -provide night setback capability
Estimated cost: $10,000. Recovery rate: 3.08 years7 Add roof insulation in re-roofing process

0 --3" rigid insulation
Estimiated"cost:- $35,407. Recovery rate: 11.8 years
Reduce glass by 28$ - fixed window modules with N, E or W
exposure
Estimated cdst: $5,447. Recovery rate: '4.2 years,

Replace incandescent lighting with fluorescent at code.(50
classroom, 20 corridor')
Estimated cost: $29,571. Recovery rate: 9.38.years

All recommendations: $80,16 Recovery rate: 7.5 yeah

SeOs not reco
to electric boiler

a.

ended warranting future review. change from gas-dired

94 .
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ORDER FORM v 't

.. i

1Public School Energy Conserving Measures

Report No. al

1. SCOTT: 1965,67 pod; replace boilers, adoiroof insulation,
controls ($37,800/5 yr. return)

2: CENTRAL: 2925,39,50; replace boilers, roof' insulation,
reduce infiltration, controls ($39,550/5.yr4 return)

3. EVERITT: 2954,58,67; replace boiler, reduce outside air
($21,200/9 yr. return)

4. HINDMAN: 1957,68; increase boiler efficiency, reduce
outside air, night set back, contrail, reduce giais
60% ($13,659/6.3 yr. return)

. 5. FAiRMOOR: 1949,55; improve boiler efficiency, revise
unoccupied settings, reduce outside air, night
set' back ($25,700/3 yrs. return)

6. P.F. BROWN: 2949,50,56; update and improve controls4
($2000/1.5 yr. return)

.1
7. EASTRIDGE: 2954,55; reset and rebalance air handling

- units; night set back ($10,000/5 yr. return)
8. GARFIELD: 2952,56; reduce outside air, night set back,

improve boiler efficiency (520,000/20 yr.return)
9. PLOVER WHITING: 1973; air condition schedule, indoor

lighting schedule, air temperature reset, reduce
outeide air ($3,900/1 yr. return)

10)5 WASHINGTON: meaanical adjustments, night set back,
roof irieutation,,reduce glass, replace incandescent.,
lighting ($80,425/7.5 yr. return) . ,

No. Reports Requested

Each report at cost'(82.50) iricluding postage and handling'
as soon 'as cleared by Federal Energy Administration.

Enclosed is $ (0 reports r$2.50)

Make check pays AASAEnergy and gal.]. to:

xvii

(15

Dr. Shirley J. Hansen
AASAOGR
1801 North Moore Street
Arlington, VA. 22209

l't SI ./J-6d9.050
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Dos report was done with support from the
Department of Energy !soy conclusions or opinions
expressed in this report represent solely those of the
authoris) and not necessarily those of I he Regents of
the University of California the 1 awrence Berkeley
Laboratory or the Depardnent of Energy

Reference to a company or product name doe,
not imply approvial or recommendation of the

IS °duct by the University of California or the tr S
tDepariment of Energy to the exclusion of others that
ma) be suitable
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